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Preface
The design and study of spoken dialog systems is a relatively young research field compared to other speech
technologies such as recognition and synthesis. In recent years however, as these core technologies have
improved, the field of spoken dialog systems has been generating increased interest both in the research
community and in the industry. While most of the early work originated from the artificial intelligence
community and addressed high-level issues such as discourse planning, the development and deployment of
actual usable systems has led to the emergence of a wide range of new issues such as error handling in dialog,
multimodal integration, or rapid system development. At the same time, researchers from a variety of disciplines
including speech and language technologies, robotics, and human-computer interaction have started to bring their
unique skills and backgrounds to bear on these issues.
Unfortunately, while this richness and variety of interests constitute a definite strength, they can also be a source
of isolation and discouragement, particularly for newcomers to the field. Many young researchers in spoken
dialog systems work within small research groups and find it difficult to share their ideas with peers having
similar or complementary interests. While annual conferences such as SIGdial and Interspeech provide excellent
opportunities for young researchers to present their own work and hear about work that is done in similar areas,
there have been few opportunities to date for more intensive discussion and thought about interesting and
challenging questions in the field today.
We believe that both young researchers and the field itself would benefit greatly from a better communication
across institutions and disciplines. By working together, getting peer-level feedback on their research, and
engaging in brainstorming sessions, researchers could identify the questions that are most relevant to the overall
problem of spoken human-machine communication, and come up with fresh ideas to answer these questions.
With these goals in mind, in 2002 we started Dialogs on Dialogs (www.cs.cmu.edu/~dod), an international student
reading group focused on the area of Spoken Dialog Systems/Conversational Agents. The group is based at
Carnegie Mellon University and involves participants from other universities through teleconferencing. Our biweekly meetings provide a setting in which we can present our own research and obtain feedback from others
who are at our level and who are working on similar problems. The Young Researchers’ Roundtable on Spoken
Dialog Systems workshop was conceived as an extension of these activities. The two main objectives of the
proposed workshop are to foster creative and actionable thinking about current issues in spoken dialog systems
research, and to create a network of young researchers working in spoken dialog systems.
For the inaugural Young Researchers’ Roundtable on Spoken Dialog Systems workshop, we are pleased to have
received 26 submissions from young researchers in ten countries on four continents. The quality and diversity of
the submissions, with topics ranging from statistical methods for dialog management to rapid development,
evaluation, robust speech recognition and language understanding, etc. promises thought-provoking and useful
discussions. We hope that the workshop participants enjoy this event and that the workshop can continue to be
held on a regular basis.
We wish to express our sincerest thanks to our sponsors: the International Speech Communication Association
(ISCA) and Microsoft Research for their generous support of this event. We would also like to thank SIGdial for
endorsing this workshop. We also wish to thank Alex Rudnicky, Alan Black, David Traum, Rolf Carlson,
Diamantino Caseiro, Antonio Serralheiro and Isabel Trancoso, as well as the other members of the advisory
committee for their advice, help, and ideas, without which we would have had a much more difficult time
organizing the workshop.
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Research Interests

My interests are in language, computation, and learning.
The first main thread is interactive language learning,
particularly people learning language skills from humancomputer dialogs and machines improving language
processing abilities from interactions with users. Next is
multimedia documents, with text, speech, graphics, animation, photos, video, and/or physical objects & acts.
The third is empirical methods for dialog systems
R&D, especially experimental methods using direct interaction with a dialog system.
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Past, Current and Future Work

My work has been in the context of four primary dialog
systems: Project LISTEN's Reading Tutor, the CLARISSA astronaut assistant, the Purchasing Assistant from the
CALO Project, and a continuous understanding testbed
tentatively titled CAFE/FruitCarts.
2.1

Project LISTEN's Reading Tutor:
A dialog system to help children learn to read

Project LISTEN's goal is to develop a Reading Tutor
that uses automated speech recognition to help children
learn to read (J. Mostow, director). In five years as the
principal graduate student on Project LISTEN, I worked
on nearly every aspect of developing, evaluating and improving an intelligent tutoring system that uses spoken
dialog to interact with its users. One of the first areas I
worked on was extending dialogue system turn-taking –
I developed a novel architecture that allowed not only
alternating turns and user barge-in, but also computergenerated backchanneling and content-driven interruption (Aist 1998). Subsequently I worked on mixed-initiative task choice (which story to read, in this case; see
Aist and Mostow in press), and on augmentation of the
document being read with an automatically generated
glossary (Aist 2001). We compared the resulting version of the Reading Tutor to classroom instruction and
to one-on-one human-guided oral reading. The result:
Second graders did about the same on word comprehension in all three conditions. However, third graders who
read with the 1999 Reading Tutor, modified as described, performed statistically significantly better than
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other third graders in a classroom control on word comprehension gains – and even comparably with other third
graders who read one-on-one with human tutors.
2.2

CLARISSA:
A dialog system to help astronauts perform
tasks on the International Space Station

Space flight is a challenging and labor-intensive endeavour. Astronaut time while in orbit is especially valuable
given costs such as training and orbital launches. Any
scientific or technological advance that would help astronauts work more efficiently and effectively would be
hugely beneficial. I began in December 2001 to analyze
the day-to-day tasks of astronauts. I identified several
major areas where spoken dialogue systems might help
with training astronauts or helping them perform their
tasks. In early 2002, I collaborated with other Ames researchers and Johnson Space Center (JSC) personnel
and selected as an area of further development astronaut
support for procedural tasks on the International Space
Station. We next conducted initial data collection on human-human conversation during procedural tasks based
on the Earth Observation program, a long-running
NASA endeavor where astronauts take pictures of the
Earth with a digital camera. We used these user data to
develop an initial voice-in, voice-out prototype that
walked the user through the steps of how to unpack and
use a digital camera. We demonstrated this prototype at
NASA sites and at international conferences (e.g. Aist,
Dowding, et al. 2002). Concurrently, I led a team of developers to build a follow-on prototype of a procedural
assistant for astronauts that ran over actual Space Station procedures represented as XML. By December
2002 we had completed the Checklist system version 2
(Aist et al. 2003). Five astronauts at JSC used the system to run through a water sampling procedure and their
feedback was used to refine the system further. In early
2003 we sought a memorable name using "ISS", and
subsequently renamed the system CLARISSA - the
Checklist and Robotics Intelligent Space Station Assistant. During the spring of 2003, I led the development
and integration effort for the third prototype of
CLARISSA. Key functionality here included being able
to tell when the user was talking to the system (vs. to another astronaut or to Mission Control); navigating steps
of the procedure; handling spoken corrections; and re-
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sponding to requests for extra information (Aist et al.
2003). CLARISSA continued to receive strong support
from research and management at Ames, and from the
astronaut corps and training personnel at JSC; this institutional buy-in was critical to its early survival and later
success (Aist et al. 2004). CLARISSA was subsequently
further refined, tested, and hardened; more procedures
were added to its database and it was delivered in May
2004 to the Johnson Space Center for use in astronaut
training. CLARISSA was launched to the International
Space Station in December 2004. Initial use is anticipated during the spring of 2005. CLARISSA is thus the
first dialog system in space.
2.3

Intelligent Purchasing Assistant:
A CALO subproject to develop a spoken dialog system for helping users with purchasing,
such as constructing a specification

The overall goal of the CALO project is to build an intelligent assistant that learns, over time, and improves itself to help you better. The Purchasing Assistant focuses on the subtask of helping the user formulate a specification, select a possible option, and make a purchase.
The initial gomain was computer purchases (e.g. Laptops) Current plans include extending to projection
equipment and online book sales (e.g. Amazon.com).
2.4

CAFE: Continuous understanding by machines; and a testbed domain of making and
moving objects - “Fruit Carts”

One standard way of building dialog systems is to feed
information forward from the speech recognizer, to the
parser, to interpretation, and so forth. It is clear from
human-human conversational behavior (such as acknowledgements, interruption, and so forth) that human
conversational understanding transcends a strict
pipeline. The Rochester CAFE architecture aims to
build an asynchronous, agent-based framework for dialogue systems that allows multiple constraints to be
brought to bear – in realtime – on spoken language as it
unfolds (Blaylock, Allen, and Ferguson 2002). Within
this context I have been contributing to the development
of a testbed domain for continuous understanding “Fruit Carts”. In this setup, people interact with a conversational partner to select, modify, and place objects
on a map. (Currently the objects are either (abstract)
“cart” shapes or “fruit”; thus the name “fruit carts”.)
Since in this domain properties such as position and angle of rotation can vary continuously, the language used
includes not only specifications such as “rotate it thirty
degrees to the left” but also more interactively style language such as “rotate it left a bit... a bit more... oops
back – that's good stop right there.” In these situations
the ability to interpret while the user is still speaking
could help move along the dialog.
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2.5

Empirical Methods

Dialog system learns from previous interactions – for
example, using automatically transcribed and selected
utterances from human-computer dialog to assist with
acoustic model training. For example, we trained a
speech recognizer on automatically collected, automatically transcribed children's speech. This improved its accuracy on a variety of different tasks on test data collected under various acoustic conditions (Aist et al. 1998).
Embedded experiments as described in Mostow et al.
(2001), and embedded training as described in Hockey
et al. (2003).
System-user-expert dialogs (SUE) help you elicit what
added functionality a system needs to have (Aist 2004).
For example, adding human-supplied emotional scaffolding to computer tutoring, with the goal of encouraging greater student persistance (Aist et al. 2002).
Other empirical methods are in more embryonic stages:
Extracting Similar Speech from Dialog helps to find
alternate ways for the system to express a thought (Aist,
Allen, and Galescu 2004).
Comprehensive Path Analysis of dialog systems helps
to debug, test, and refine dialog systems.
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Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

I would like to separate the challenges into, roughly
speaking, old challenges with some new twists, and relatively new challenges.
One familiar challenge is speech recognition accuracy
and speed. There has definitely been tremendous improvement in both accuracy and speed of automatic
speech recognition. The new twist is conversational
speech. Dialog systems that are to be used outside of domains which lend themselves to step-by-step actions (&
turns) place new demands on both accuracy and speed.
Another familiar challenge is domain specificity. Many
systems are designed with a domain-independent core,
and a component that can be loaded at runtime – for example, knowledge about how to follow hyperlinks vs.
loading a particular set of webpages. The new twist
here is functional reuse (not just lexical items and a new
knowledge base.) For example, if a dialogue system
knows that given a plan you can (say) “break that
down”, it should be straightforward to also “break
down” a diagram. However, such use may not carry
over directly across domains. Perhaps it should.
Finally, a relatively new challenge is the issue of training – how can people best learn to interact with dialog
systems? Should training precede use, be embedded in
it, come as reviews; or should we as designers seek to
eliminate it altogether? What about cases where a system that requires much training might be more efficient
for experts? As more dialog systems are deployed in
use, this issue will become increasingly important.
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Research Interests

My research interests lie at the intersection of three research areas: dialogue systems, autonomous agents,
and planning. I am interested in building conversational agents, which I see as the union of autonomous
agents and a dialogue systems. Towards that end, I am
most focused on work in dialogue modeling and management as well as intention recognition for language
understanding.

2
2.1

Past, Current and Future Work
Past

Work for my dissertation has focused on taking steps to
bridge the gap between autonomous agents and dialogue
systems. It introduces an agent-based dialogue model
which represents dialogue as collaborative problem solving (CPS) between agents (Allen et al., 2002; Blaylock
et al., 2003). Whereas plan-based dialogue models typically represent dialogue as the creation (or execution)
of a joint plan, the CPS dialogue model attempts to include the range of agent activities, including goal evaluation and selection, planning and execution (possibly interleaved), monitoring and replanning, and so forth. This
allows the model to represent a much wider range of dialogue behavior.
At Rochester, I was also involved in development of
the TRIPS MedAdvisor dialogue system (Ferguson et al.,
2002), which utilized the CPS model. The MedAdvisor
system also introduced a novel asynchronous dialogue
architecture, and I helped in providing synchronization
points in the architecture, which were closely related to
grounding (Blaylock et al., 2002).
Additionally, my dissertation focused on supporting
language understanding for agent-based dialogue models. Plan-based dialogue models are complicated, and require intention recognition in order to do language understanding. The wider range of behavior supported by
agent-based models actually makes this a more difficult
problem. A common complaint about intention recognizers is that they are not scalable, as they are based on
intractable plan recognition algorithms. I have worked on
applying statistical, corpus-based machine learning techYoung Researchers' Roundtable on Spoken Dialog Systems

niques from NLP to plan recognition in order to make
plan recognizers more accurate and tractable (Blaylock
and Allen, 2003; Blaylock and Allen, 2004; Blaylock and
Allen, 2005).
2.2

Present

I am currently involved in the European project TALK1 ,
which is focused on flexible, portable and adaptive multimodal and multilingual dialogue systems for in-car and
in-home use.
My current research focuses on integrating the CPS
model from my thesis into an information state update
(ISU) based dialogue model. The CPS model is not a
full-fledged dialogue model in itself, as it does not cover
linguistic phenomena such as turn taking, grounding, and
discourse obligations. I am investigating possible overlaps with Traum and Hinkelman’s 4-level dialogue model
(Traum and Hinkelman, 1992), as well as compatibilities with Grosz and Sidner’s tripartite model of dialogue
(Grosz and Sidner, 1986), in order to produce a full dialogue model.
In addition, I am also implementing an agent-based
dialogue manager which reasons with the CPS model
within the ISU paradigm. This should make dialogue
management more flexible and portable by allowing
the dialogue manager to use domain-independent update
rules which preclude the need for hand-coded dialogue
plans for the domain. Instead, the dialogue manager will
reason directly with the task models themselves. The dialogue manager is the key point where agent and dialogue
technology come together. It needs not only to reason
about beliefs, intentions, goals, plans and actions (like
an autonomous agent), but also about how to collaborate
(communicate) with another agent to accomplish those
goals.
Lastly, I am involved in work on multimodal generation, especially in looking at how the very linguistically
poor communicative intentions the CPS dialogue manager produces can be generated into multimodal content,
especially into language.
1

http://www.talk-project.org
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2.3

Future

In the future, I plan to continue working on agent-based
dialogue. One particularly large question remaining is
that of language understanding in the CPS model. As
mentioned above, this question goes back to work on intention recognition, which needs to be extended to cover
the range of problem solving behavior, and not just plan
creation or execution. I believe this could also provide a
platform for tying together work on intention recognition
with more traditional work on pragmatics.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

I believe there are a number of interesting challenges still
to be met for dialogue systems. I mention only a few:
Handling a broad range of dialogue types Much recent work in dialogue systems has targeted a small
set of dialogue types, including database search
(e.g., flight reservations, movie information) and
simple task control (e.g., in-home device control,
procedure reading), and has seen a lot of success
in these areas. There are, however, many dialogue
types which we aren’t yet as successful in, including
planning (e.g., kitchen design, task scheduling). In
addition, I believe that mixed-initiative dialogue
still remains a challenge.
Portability of dialogue systems For dialogue systems
to be commercially viable, we need systems which
can be easily and cheaply ported to new domains.
This includes issues like domain-independent components and the coding of linguistic and task models
for new domains. Although there is a lot of work
happening in this area, I believe it still remains a
challenge.
Incremental language processing Perhaps the biggest
challenge we have is that processing language incrementally, or at a finer granularity. Most dialogue
systems (and underlying technology — from parsing
to dialogue management to generation) process language more or less at an utterance-level granularity.
In order to make dialogue more natural, we want to
support (in a general way) phenomena like turn taking and backchanneling. For this, we need to have
information at much more fine-grained level, like at
a single word or morpheme level. Although these
issues are heavily studied in psycholinguistics, not
enough attention has probably been paid to them in
NLP.
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Research Interests

Currently, my research interests are focused on dialog
management and error detection and recovery in
spoken dialog systems. More generally, I am also interested in multi-modal systems, embodied conversational agents, and spoken language interaction in
intelligent environments.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

A persistent and important problem in today’s spoken
language interfaces is their brittleness when faced with
understanding errors. This problem appears across all
domains and interaction types, and stems primarily from
the inherent unreliability of the speech recognition process. The recognition difficulties are further exacerbated
by the conditions under which these systems typically
operate: spontaneous speech, large vocabularies and
user populations, and large variability in input line quality. In these settings, average word-error-rates of 2030% (and up to 50% for non-native speakers) are quite
common. Two pathways towards increased robustness
can be easily envisioned. One is to improve the accuracy of the speech recognition process. The second is to
assume that inputs will be in fact noisy and create
mechanisms for detecting and gracefully handling
potential errors at the conversation level.
My thesis research (Bohus, 2004) aims to address
this problem and is centered on the second approach.
The high-level goal is to develop an adaptive, task-independent and scalable framework for error handling in
task-oriented spoken dialog systems. I believe that three
competencies are required for increased robustness: (1)
the ability to accurately detect and diagnose errors; (2) a
rich repertoire of error recovery strategies; (3) the ability to select the most appropriate error recovery strategy
in any given situation.
2.1

Dialog Management

As a prerequisite, over the last few years, my efforts
have been focused on the development of RavenClaw
(Bohus and Rudnicky, 2003), a dialog management
framework for complex, task-oriented domains. The framework enforces a clear separation between the do-
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main-specific and the domain-independent aspects of
dialog control. The domain-specific aspects are captured
by a Dialog Task Specification, essentially a hierarchical plan for the interaction, provided by the system author. A fixed, domain-independent Dialog Engine manages the conversation by executing the given Dialog
Task Specification. In the process, the Dialog Engine
automatically contributes a set of domain-independent
conversational behaviors such as error recovery, timing
and turn-taking, and support for “universal” commands
like help, repeat, cancel, suspend, quit, etc.
To date, several systems spanning different domains
and interaction types (e.g. information access, browsing
and guidance through procedural tasks, command-andcontrol, etc) have been successfully built and deployed
using this framework. Together with these systems,
RavenClaw provides the necessary infrastructure for my
current work in error handling. More generally, RavenClaw provides a robust basis for research in various
aspects of dialog management such as multi-participant
dialog, timing and turn-taking, dynamic generation of
dialog plans, learning at the task level etc.
2.2

Error Handling

My work in error handling gravitates around the three
issues outlined at the beginning of this section: (1) error
detection, (2) error recovery strategies, and (3) error
handling policy.
With respect to error detection, I have previously
worked on developing a semantic confidence annotation
scheme which integrates information from multiple knowledge sources in a spoken dialog system (Carpenter et
al, 2001). Furthermore, I have proposed a data-driven
methodology for assessing the costs of confidence
annotation errors in a spoken dialog system (Bohus and
Rudnicky, 2001), and showed how these costs can be
used to further tune the utterance rejection process (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2005c). While confidence scores can
provide an initial assessment for the reliability of the
information obtained from the user, ideally a system
should leverage information available in subsequent
user turns to update its beliefs and improve their
accuracy. Currently, I am developing data-driven models for this belief updating problem (Bohus and
Rudnicky, 2005a). The proposed approach bridges
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previous work on confidence annotation and correction
detection into a unified framework which allows spoken
dialog systems to more accurately track their beliefs
through time. In a related project (in collaboration with
Antoine Raux), I am investigating the transferability of
confidence annotators across domains. The classical
data-driven approach for building semantic confidence
annotators requires a corpus of manually labeled in-domain data, which is costly and hard to obtain in early
system development stages. To address this issue, we
are developing unsupervised techniques for migrating
existing confidence annotators to new domains.

tability and unsupervised learning are all part of the
game, but more work is required in each of these areas
before a satisfactory solution is reached.
Last but not least, I think that a shift towards more
complex domains (e.g. personal assistants, tutoring,
unstructured information access, etc) will bring forth a
set of new challenges, such as “deeper” yet robust
language understanding, more sophisticated dialog
models, integration with more sophisticated reasoning /
back-end abilities, better interaction skills such as
timing and turn-taking, multi-participant dialog, etc.

With respect to error recovery strategies, I have
recently performed an empirical investigation of nonunderstanding errors and 10 corresponding recovery
strategies (e.g. asking the user to repeat, to rephrase, notifying the user that a non-understanding has occurred,
providing various levels of help, etc). More precisely,
the questions under scrutiny were: what are the main
causes of non-understandings? What is their impact on
overall performance? What is the relative performance
of various recovery strategies? Can that performance be
improved by making smarter choices about which strategy to use at runtime? If so, can we learn how to make
these smarter choices? The results of this study are
presented in detail in (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2005b).
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3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

I believe that one of the major problems in today’s spoken language interfaces is their brittleness when faced
with recognition errors. As recognition accuracy improves, interests also shift towards more complex systems, and the demands are not likely to be met in the
near future. I think the solution lies in developing systems which can gracefully handle communication errors
through interaction. Some of the important questions I
see in this area are: how does a system “know that it
doesn’t know?” How can we build more accurate system beliefs? What set of strategies can be used to set a
conversation back on track? What techniques can be
used to learn optimal error recovery behaviors on-line,
from detected error segments, and how can we build
systems that adapt and improve over time?
Another important current challenge lies in finding
ways to reduce the amount of human effort and
expertise, and the amount of fine-tuning that is required
with the development of each new spoken dialog
system. I believe that aspects such as reusability, adap-
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1

Research Interests

I have multiple research interests that lie at the intersection points between the fields of human factors, psycholinguistics, and dialog systems. Specifically, I am
interested in how dialog system usability could be improved, particularly for users who are engaged in multitasking, or who have to do complicated problemsolving, and/or reasoning about the domain. I am convinced that the methods and findings from cognitive
psychology can be applied to usability in dialog systems
-- for improving systems directly, and for evaluating the
consequences of specific design decisions.
I have a special interest in referring expressions
because they are fundamental to natural human language use in context. As people engage in collaborative problem-solving, much of what they say refers to
specific entities and actions, real or hypothetical. Thus,
much of the “work” of language understanding in taskfocused dialog is identifying the specific entities and
actions that a speaker intended to refer to. Therefore,
dialog system design decisions related to reference
resolution and reference production can be expected
to have large consequences on system usability.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

My research can be broadly categorized into the
following 3 categories: human-human communication,
improving dialog systems, and evaluating dialog
systems. Due to space constraints I can only give the
broadest of summaries for each, but please feel free to
contact me if you would like more information about
any of my projects.
2.1

Investigating Human-human Communication

In most of the projects I’ve worked on so far the goal
has been to investigate how humans naturally communicate; how they produce and understand natural language. With one group of colleagues I investigated
human comprehension of definite referring expressions
in unscripted problem-solving tasks (Campana et al.
2002). With another group of colleagues I investigated
human generation of instructions directed toward robot
assistants developed for robot-assisted missions on Mars
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(Dowding, 2004). I have also worked on some projects
that are only distantly related to dialog systems: fMRI
during comprehension of noun phrases (definite and
indefinite), comprehension of instrument verbs, and
comprehension and production of hand gestures (by
college students, typical children and children with
high-functioning autism).
2.2

Improving Dialog Systems Directly

In two projects that I’ve worked on so far the goal has
been to improve dialog systems directly by drawing on
findings from cognitive psychology. In the first project,
my colleagues and I integrated eye-movement data into
a dialog system developed for directing robots on the
International Space Station. This work stands out from
other work of its kind because it focuses on making use
of the eye-movements people naturally make while talking about objects that are present in their environment
(Campana et al. 2001). The second project, which I am
only beginning to be involved in, has the goal of making
a system that is capable of incremental language understanding and generation. These capabilities will hopefully allow the system to interact more naturally with
users. Developing this system will involve designing a
new architecture, and creating a domain in which to
explore and test its unique capabilities (Aist, 2004).
2.3

Evaluating Dialog Systems

In three projects that I’ve worked on so far the goal has
been to improve dialog system evaluation using methods from cognitive psychology. In the first project, my
colleagues and I used experimental design principles
from experimental psychology to compare users’ performance on the WITAS system augmented with targeted help capabilities to the users’ performance on the
WITAS system without this capability (Hockey et al,
2003). In the second project, my colleagues and I investigated the possibility of using human eye-movements
during spoken language comprehension as a finegrained evaluation metric for speech synthesis (Swift et
al. 2002). In the third project, my colleagues and I extended the dual-task paradigm, a classic tool of cognitive psychology, to dialog system evaluation (Campana
et al. 2004). My Ph.D. dissertation will build on this line
of research: I plan to use the dual-task paradigm to
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evaluate users’ cognitive load as they interact with systems that differ with respect to how “natural” and/or
“consistent” they are. My specific goal is to examine the
limits of human learnability to find a set of empirically
determined design principles for spoken dialog systems.
The dissertation itself will focus on definite referring
expressions, but my hope is that the method will generalize to other important domains.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

There seems to be a growing tension in spoken dialog
systems research: some researchers argue that in order
to be usable, systems need to more closely approximate
human-human communication while other researchers
argue that standardization is the key to improved usability. Some of the most important current challenges in
spoken dialogs systems research relate to this tension. I
think in the next few years there will be increasing pressure for researchers to take a stand on some of the following questions:
1) Should human-human communication be the gold
standard for dialog system development? If so, what
aspects are truly fundamental (thus necessary to implement), and which might be superfluous? If not, what
else should be the gold standard, and is there a principled way to decide how to make design decisions?
2) Are people actually capable of learning how to use
the systems that are being developed? How much training is necessary? How robust is the training – can people still perform well when they’re under stress or trying
to do several things at once? How do individual differences factor in?
3) Are different system designs optimal for different
applications? For instance, is one design well suited to a
multitasking or problem-solving environment while
another is well-suited for repeat users rapidly accessing
information from a well-defined database? How can we
go about researching such potential differences?
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1

Research Interests

My research interests lie generally in the area of spoken
dialogue systems, with a special interest in commercial
deployed task-oriented systems. Currently my main focus is on the problems that speech recognition errors
cause to the successful completion of such dialogues. I
am working towards a theory of error recognition and repair in spoken dialogue systems as my Ph.D. work.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

My previous honours work involved the design of a
semi-automatic tool for writing task-oriented dialogues
in VoiceXML, and to manage database connectivity. It
exploited the idea of dialogue design patterns to provide
general templates for such dialogues. Currently, I am involved in my Ph.D. work on handling speech recognition
errors in spoken dialogue systems.
2.1

Corpus Work

At the heart of the work is the study of two large corpora.
The first, the Pizza Corpus is a large corpus arising from a
trial of a commercial grammar based pizza ordering system in Australia. The second is the Colorado University
Communicator Corpus (Communicator). This is an academic n-gram based system, that provides flight information, and if requested, hotel and car hire information in
the destination city. Brief comparative statistics are given
in Table 1.
Feature
Language Model
Acoustic Model
Dialogues
Utterances
Words
Vocabulary Size
Error Rate

Pizza
Grammar
Australia
2486
32728
54740
1048
19.6 %

Communicator
N-gram
American
2334
40522
106562
2367
36.65%

Table 1: Corpora Comparison
My general position is that speech recognition errors
occur because the utterance ’heard’ by the computer
is dissimilar to the acoustic model and/or the language
model being employed by the speech engine. To be able
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to identify when they are occurring, I am undertaking
work in both the acoustic and language domains.
2.2

Acoustic Errors

The Communicator Corpus has a sound file for each utterance. I take a more general position to the causes of errors
in the acoustic domain than some other researchers (such
as, for example Schriberg and Hirschberg) who appear to
see hyperarticulation as the principal cause). In order to
capture difference across as many dimensions as possible,
I chose a wide range of features.including length, pitch,
formants, jitter and shimmer, intensity and periods of silence, and automatically extracted them from the sound
files associated with the corpus using Praat software.1
I have subjected this data to both logistic regression and support vector machine analysis (SVM). Predictions for unknown utterances using logistic regression are
shown to the left of the table below and SVM, to the right:
false true false true
false
26
12
18
20
true
26
108
13
121
Logistic regression gave a prediction accuracy of 77.9%
with a kappa of 43.3%. An SVM using a radial kernel produced gave an overall agreement of 80.8% and a
kappa of 40.3%. These high levels of accuracy in prediction encourage me in thinking I will be able to identify
errors successfully.
2.3

Language Errors

Pursuing the ideas involved in a double recognition approach involving a first grammar based recognition, and
a second wide vocabulary n-gram based recognition (for
example see Gorrell et al. [2002]), I have studied the
Pizza Corpus for out of language (OOL) utterances. The
data is very interesting and a tentatively analyze of it data
as shown in table 2:
The first objective of this work is to discover if one can
identify OOL utterances, which will necessarily be misrecognized by any recognizer. We also desire a metric to
measure the degree of distance of such OOL utterances
from the language model. We have designed a ‘similarity’ metric based on the Levenstein distance between the
hypothesis and the utterance.
1

http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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Errors on the language axis
Errors on the acoustic axis
Name spelling
Void turns - correctly recognized
Correct recognitions
Totals

number
861
833
194
799
8150
10837

%
7.9%
7.7%
1.8%
7.4%
75.2%
100%

Table 2: Taxonomy of misrecognitions in the Pizza Corpus
It is trivial to find any OOL utterances from an annotation. Of course no recognizer would be as perfect as
the human annotation, so I have endeavored to introduce
errors into the annotation. One well know open source
recognizer, Sphinx 42 claims a word error rate (WER) of
2.7, 7.2 and 18.9% with 1,000, 5,000 and 64,000 word
vocabulary n-gram language models, and this level of errors still allows one to operate at the 50% to two-thirds
correct prediction of OOL utterances. I also speculate
that similarity may becomes a further feature to introduce
into the ultimate classifier to ensure that high levels of error recognition can be achieved.
2.4

Error Repair

2.4.1

Determining System prompt Output

I have undertaken studies on the Pizza Corpus that involve tagging for errors, the clues the system employs
to inform users of an error, the reactions of users, and
the length of time it takes for the dialogue to get back
on track [Choularton and Dale, 2004]. The counts that
are derived from such a study allow one to calculate the
best repair strategy. If one defines the best strategy as the
one that gets a dialogue back on track most often, one
can produce the Bayesian network shown in figure 1. I
have shown all the intermediate probabilities for the system clue repeat but omitted them for the other clues. The
figures on the left show the probabilities of getting back
on track for each type of clue. A pilot study was carried
out on under two hundred dialogues, so the data sample is
really too small to produce sound conclusions. However,
as the method provided a rational approach to determining the ‘best’ strategies to use to repair errors, I intend to
carry out the study on a larger part of the corpus in order
to produce useable finding.
2.4.2

Managing Repair Subdialogues

The Pizza Corpus policy of rejecting any hypothesis
below a certain tuned threshold was largely successful
in ensuring that misrecongized facts or instructions did
not enter the dialogue. Unfortunately, while this policy
was very successful in achieving what might have been
2

http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/sphinx4/
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Figure 1: The probabilities of various strategies succeeding.

its prime objective, it produced considerable user frustration, requests for the operator and hang ups.
It is well known that the actual words employed between people when problems are being resolved can materially affect the feelings of the parties. While we can
establish the correct strategy for the system to use from
the work referred to in section 2.4.1. It we may require
further study of ‘diplomatic’ language to be able to phrase
the prompts in a manner that satisfies all the requirement
of an effective repair subdialogue.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

There are many challenges in spoken dialog systems research. I believe that one of the most important, at this
time.is the problems that recognition errors cause. However, there are many other challenges particularly with
dialogues that are more open than simple task-oriented
dialogues. These involve achieving a more general conversational competence,
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1

Research Interests

My research interests can be categorized into three areas.
I am interested in rapid prototyping of spoken dialogue
systems. This includes the description of dialogue and
task models. Furthermore, I am interested in statistical
dialogue management and learning from experience to
optimize dialogue strategies, in order to build robust systems. Finally, I am interested in Interactive restricted
domain question answering systems.

2
2.1

Past, Current and Future Work
Rapid Prototyping of Spoken Dialogue Systems

My work on rapid prototyping focusses on whether is it
possible to separate application specific and generic aspects of a dialogue manager in such a way that it is possible to build a new system in a new domain and / or for
a new language by reusing without changes the generic
component(s) and supplying (specifications of) the application specific parts. Part of the proposed solution is
the implementation of specification-driven dialogue algorithms ((Denecke and Waibel, 1997) for ontology-driven
clarification question generation). This approach resulted
in the implementation of the domain independent dialogue manager A RIADNE. It could be shown experimentally that A RIADNE is a platform allowing rapid development of new applications (Denecke, 2002).
2.2

Open Source Dialogue Manager

The dialogue manager A RIADNE developed to evaluate
the rapid prototyping approach is available as open source
software at www.opendialog.org under an Apachestyle license. The available components provide a platform that, together with freely available Microsoft speech
recognizers and synthesizers, can be used to rapidly develop new dialogue applications. It supports the development of applications in multiple languages in parallel.
Languages using non-latin character set, such as Chinese
and Japanese, are equally supported. Using this platform,
systems are known to have been implemented in English,
German, Japanese an Chinese. It has been downloaded
by researchers in academia and industry and is in use in
several projects in Europe, the USA and Asia.
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2.3

Machine Learning of Dialogue Policies

Learning dialogue strategies using reinforcement learning based on user feedback is an attractive approach as
the optimized dialogue strategies minimize on average
dialogue length, or increase user satisfaction. However,
the amount of data needed for optimization is a common
problem. One potential solution is to provide approximative solutions of the Markov process. My colleagues and I
have been looking at two ways to determine approximate
solutions. One solutions consists of dynamically clustering dialogue states in groups and treat a state cluster
as one state, effectively deciding that the optimal actions
in all states are to be the same (Denecke et al., 2004).
The second approach consists of determining optimal actions in infrequently visited states based on optimal actions in neighboring frequently visited states (Denecke et
al., 2005).
2.4

Interactive Restricted Domain Question
Answering

Generally, spoken dialogue system assume that the backend system (e.g., the database or the API that is to be accessed by voice) provides some sort of structure that can
be exploited by the dialogue manager. For example, fields
in database tables correspond to slots in frame-based representations used in the dialogue manager, and impose
therefore restrictions on the dialogue manager, for example, which values to prompt for. The situation changes
dramatically once the back-end becomes an unstructured
text corpus, such as a newspaper corpus or a set of technical manuals. It is no longer possible to exploit assumptions on the back-end to decide which kinds of questions
to ask., or whether to terminate the dialogue. At the same
time, dialogue is an important component in restricteddomain question answering systems. This is because in
the desired applications, for example interactive trouble
shooting applications, it is highly unlikely that the user
specifies all necessary information in one turn (or even
knows what information is necessary). Therefore, there
is a need for a new approach to dialogue management different from dialogue management for task oriented systems.
Recently, my colleagues and I at NTT have been looking at how such an approach to dialogue management
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might look like. The idea of our proposed solution is to
simplify dialogue management as much as possible and
shift the burden of generation of appropriate output to an
example-based generation component. Simplyfing the dialogue managers’ task has the advantage that the problem
of data sparseness is reduced; and we can train classifiers
to determine appropriate solutions for dialogue management. (see (Denecke and Tsukada, 2005) (Denecke and
Yasuda, 2005)).

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

It is inherently difficult to develop robust, well-working
spoken dialogue systems, especially if the complexity exceeds those of database lookup systems. What makes
this so difficult? I believe the question of dialogue system specification to be orthogonal to the question of dialogue system optimization. The latter is concerned with
decisions related to the uncertainty of the input channels
while the former is concerned with specifying the ”character”, for a lack of better term, of the application. So
let’s look at both aspects separately.
As for the question dialogue system specification, it
may be instructive to look at the development of graphical user interfaces in the 80’s. Together with the GUIs,
object-oriented programming language became popular.
In object-oriented programming languages, it became
easy for developers to say things such as ”I want a button
just as this one, except it has to be a bit different.”, since
object-oriented programming languages provide mechanisms for subclassing and overriding. The important
thing to note is that developers do not need to understand
every aspect of GUIs in order to implement them. Going
even further, (at least some) GUI guidelines can be implemented in a framework in such a way that it is difficult
for developers to violate them. As far as the development for spoken dialogue systems is concerned, we do
not know how to say ”I want a system like this one, but it
should behave differently sometimes, and here is where
and how”. But this idea expresses the central concern of
software engineering, namely encapsulation of concerns.
As for the question of optimization, macine learning
approaches have been proven to be useful in optimizing
dialogue strategies w.r.t. to clarification questions or rejection; that is, these approaches address the issue of erroneous input.
For these reasons, I believe the following two statements to be true. First, knowledge-based approaches to
dialogue management will co-exist with machine learning approaches, because both approaches address different needs. It will require additional research to decide
which aspect of developing a dialogue system is better to be specified symbolically vs. learned automatically. It will also require further investigation how best
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to integrate the specifications with the results of the machine learning algorithms. Finally, it will be important
to encapsulate results of both aspects into reusable components, because encapsulation (allowing for reusability
without understanding) is the base for rapid development
of new systems.
Second, similar to the case of graphical user interfaces,
a solution allowing for easy specification of spoken dialogue systems, along the lines of object oriented programming languages used for GUI programming, might
not be a solution coming from within the spoken dialogue
system community. This solution (if it ever comes to existence) may very well be a contribution from software
engineering.
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1

Research Interests

In the last years, promising speech user interfaces have
emerged, such as mobile voice services (TellMe in the
US, or the Austrian A1 voice service), multimodal research demonstrators (e.g. ftw. MONA, see Wegscheider et al 2004), or powerful supportive products for the
blind (e.g. JAWS). However, most speech services tend
to focus on conveying lexical, text-based information.
The resulting user experience may be comparable to that
of a purely textually-based visual website layout. My
current PhD work is concerned with a general approach
to overcome these limitations in expressiveness of today’s speech-enabled services by the use of paralinguistic information, non-speech sound and multimodal
representations. The overall approach is to produce prototypical design solutions, to conduct experimental user
studies and to define guidelines for speech user interface
design (see also Fröhlich 2005b).

2

Past, Current and Future Work

In this section, the research issues identified for my PhD
project are described. The common denominator of
these studies is to investigate and validate ways to enhance the expressiveness of speech-based user interfaces. If not indicated otherwise, the studies have been
conducted with a research copy of the leading Austrian
voice portal, the “A1 voice service”. Sections 2.1 to 2.4
describe past to current work. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 relate
to plans for currently planned research, which will be at
a more mature advanced stage at the time of the workshop.
2.1

Expressive speech synthesis

Based on an Email reader application, expressive elements to enhance the pre-processing of non-lexical information in Email texts (i.e. certain non-speech sounds
for separation and quotation marks or emoticons) were
developed and validated. The results generally indicate
that carefully designed non-speech sounds expressing
non-lexical elements in spoken email and news texts
increased user satisfaction and performance. (see Fröhlich and Hammer 2004).
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2.2

Expression of time-dependent data

The basic research interest was to compare speech and
non-speech sound regarding the ability to express timedependent data in telephony speech applications, especially system-response time. In a user study, waiting
cues as well as silence durations were compared with
regard to error rate and subjective satisfaction (Fröhlich
2004a).
One major result was that music pieces were rated as
much more appropriate and pleasant than synthetic or
natural sounds. Based on this result, an electronic questionnaire study is currently being conducted, hopefully
yielding more knowledge about the relevant characteristics of music pieces (e.g. familiarity, activation, simplicity, musical style). Data collection is ongoing.
2.3

Non-speech sound interaction feedback

The basic research interest was to investigate whether
simple, frequently occurring speech feedback items (e.g.
“The mail has been deleted” or “OK”) can efficiently be
replaced by non-speech sounds (“auditory icons”). One
could argue that non-speech sound might decrease user
workload and annoyance, however with a potential rise
of user errors. The results (not yet published) do not
support the replacement of simple speech feedback by
sound, at least for the relatively short usage duration
investigated in the study (15 minutes).
2.4

Expressiveness vs. annoyance

The main interest was to investigate the trade-off between increased richness and expressiveness (achieved
by auditory icons, different voices or music) and potential subjective user annoyance. The following issues
were addressed systematically (results not yet published):
• What is the optimal amount of sound to be used
in voice services?
• Should sound and speech be combined sequentially or in parallel in a voice service?
• Are natural or musical sounds preferred in voice
services?
• Are there certain characteristics of background
music to spoken text that are relevant for subjective satisfaction?
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2.5

Spatial audio

Regarding the goal to increase the expressiveness of
speech systems, spatial audio in mobile devices promises several benefits, e.g. further dimensions to display
auditory information, and a more realistic experience in
augmented reality applications.
Currently, our research group is building two mobile
prototypes in which spatial audio will also be implemented: a location- and position-aware 3D visualisation
service and a presence awareness application. It is
planned to conduct comparative experiments on the
benefits of spatial audio for these types of application
areas.
2.6

Multimodal user interfaces

The research activities so far have been conducted with
auditory interfaces, especially telephony based voice
services. Of course, many problems imposed by the
auditory domain (such as seriality and lack of persistence) could be compensated by adding visual navigation or memory aids. Taking advantage of an emerging
telecommunications standard that enables the combination of circuit- with packet-switched networking (IMS),
we are planning to develop and validate a prototype of a
“visually enhanced mobile voice service”.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

In the context of my research work, I see the following
challenges for spoken dialog systems research:
3.1

Integration of different auditory interaction
styles

One important general challenge is directly attached to
the research issues described above and thus I would
like to mention it first. There should be a common
framework for integrating linguistic, paralinguistic and
non-linguistic auditory information. We should have
more evidence when to enable which kind of input/output style in the user interface. One potential step
to a clearer picture in this regard is to gather more empirical research evidence and to showcase promising
enabling technologies and applications. This attempt is
currently made by organizing a workshop “Combining
speech and sound in the user interface” at ICAD05
(Fröhlich and Pucher, 2005).
3.2

Interaction robustness:

Speech-based human-computer interaction should not
be impaired by interruptions and decelerations caused
by inaccurate speech recognition. Therefore, basic research into models and algorithms to improve speech
input performance is crucial (mainly out-of-scope for
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HCI researchers). But also speech output needs to be as
easily understandable and natural as possible in order to
support an efficient and satisfactory interaction flow
(see e.g. Fröhlich 2004). One way of optimizing the
output quality of mobile speech systems is to systematically compare different implementation alternatives,
such as mobile device class, synthesis method, data rate
or lexicon usage (see Pucher and Fröhlich, 2005).
3.3

Mobile multimodal speech applications

Due to form factor limitations of mobile devices, visual
output and gestural input are resource-demanding and
cumbersome. Speech interaction is widely regarded to
be a promising alternative, because it is not dependent
on device size (apart from technical constraints, of
course). One challenge in this regard is to identify useful context characteristics for speech (concerning privacy, background noise, attention constraints etc) and to
find promising services.
Further important research challenges for spoken dialogue systems relevant to me are to exploit the emotional cues inherent in the speech signal, e.g. for
emotionally responsive in–car dialogue systems. Furthermore, flexible dialogue strategies for coping with
speech recognition problems are important issues to be
addressed.
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1

Research Interests

My research interests lie in developing technologies for
Natural Language Dialog systems, that would enable a
coherent interaction between the user and the system.
The Natural language technology has reached a maturity where natural language interfaces have became feasible to many applications. They are replacing simple
command or menu driven inputs. The particular applications I have been looking at is interactive media retrieval. These types of systems have had great success
for training and entertainment. They are designed so
that users can ask any question and receive a prerecorded response. I have been specifically looking into how
to make such interactions more coherent. I am also interested in applying statistical methods to dialog modeling.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

I have had the opportunity to work at Institute for Creative Technologies and have worked myself on some
projects and closely observed a few more. Following is
the summary of my work and what I have learned so
far, organized according to the projects.
2.1

Speech-to-speech translation

We developed a speech to speech translation system for
medical domain. (Narayanan et. al., 2004) Using this
system an English speaking doctor can communicate
with a Farsi speaking patient and carry out the medical
diagnosis. The system is composed of many modules,
viz. automatic speech recognizer, machine translation,
dialog manager, GUI and speech synthesis. My work
focused on GUI and the dialog manager. We built a
GUI which facilitates the communication between patient and the doctor. Only one participant, the doctor,
can control the interaction. After speaking the utterance,
the doctor is presented with multiple interpretations of
that utterance and the doctor can choose one from those.
The GUI also shows the history of the current dialog
along with possible next utterances the doctor may
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choose to speak. The dialog manager component in this
system is different from most of the dialog systems, in
the sense that it has no active participation in carrying
out the dialog. It can only assist the communication process. With this goal in mind, we split the dialog in phases. viz, introduction, registration, Q&A, physical examination, diagnosis, conclusion. We also analyzed different medical cases, cardio, neuro, ent, ortho, ... The approach used here was, that a total of 1400 commonly
used medical phrases were hand-tagged for phase and
case. A classifier trained on these predicts the current
phase and case. Based dialog history and current phase
and case estimations, the next possible doctor utterances
are predicted and presented to the doctor for selection.
The challenge remains getting the dialogs tagged for
concepts and what to present as a suggestion.
2.2

Coherent interactions

The basic idea of a question answering system, where
answers are pre-recorded video segments has proved
very useful in various applications for training and entertainment as well. Users are allowed to input a freetext question which in turn elicits a pre-recorded video
response. Although the video response tends to have
very good value in terms of immersive experience, the
very design of the system allows for a lack of coherence, especially when there are no video responses directly answering the question or are not phrased in desired manner. We tried to address this issue by introducing short linking dialog between question and answer
and thus bridging the gap. We carried out experiments
to assess whether such linking dialogs can increase the
coherence of interaction and proved that interactions
with human-generated linking dialogs are statistically
significant when compared to interactions without linking dialogs. (Gandhe et. al., 2004) Further analysis of
human-generated linking dialogs reveals that these carry
more information than present in the answer or the
question. This leads us to realize the need for a knowledge base behind such a system. We have started build-
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ing such a knowledge base and are experimenting with
simple computer generated linking dialogs.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

Gathering natural language dialog data by role-playing
and through wizard experiments is a well established
practice for dialog research. This data is mainly utilized
for building lexicons, language models for speech
recognition and understanding the domain of interaction. Although this data can also be useful for dialog
modeling, there are very few systems which use this directly to implement statistical methods for coming up
with next utterance for the system. Annotating such corpus for dialog moves and then operating at that level is
time-consuming. I believe, utilizing this gathered data
to its full extent is an important problem to solve.

Angeles. He works at Institute for Creative Technologies under the advisement of
Dr. David Traum. Before that
he has completed Masters in
Computer Sceince from USC
and has received B. Eng.
(Computer) from Mumbai
University, India. His interest lie in developing
techologies for coherent communication especially in
question answering systems.

Natural language understanding has always been the
important component in a spoken dialog system. It sits
right before the dialog manager in the traditional
pipeline architecture and is a very important input. It is
not hard to believe, that however good this component
may be, there will be some instances of utterances, possibly outside the domain of interaction, that will not be
well understood by the NLU. This presents another important challenge for the spoken dialog systems – how
to deal with failures in NLU?
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1 Research Interests
My research interests are spoken dialog systems, with
special focus on accessing on-line information using
speech, and multimodal dialog systems, with special focus on languages to describe the interaction.

2 Past, Current and Future Work
I am currently working on providing access to web contents using speech. Two different approaches have been
proposed. In the first one, a solution for any web site
was built. In the second one, we restricted the domain to
newspaper web sites, in order to develop ad-hoc strategies tailored to the contents of that domain. Both systems
were developed using VoiceXML.
Browsing Internet contents using speech is becoming
more and more important, mainly because the spread of
mobile devices which allow web access anytime and anywhere. However, the task is not easy, because a restructuration of the information is required to adapt it to the
new modality, very different from the visual one: speech
interaction is sequential and not persistent. We can not
present all the information at once, like in a traditional
web browser, we have to dialog with the user in order
to give her only the information she wants. The lack
of metainformation describing web contents makes more
difficult the conversion, because content authors emphasize visual appearance instead of structuring the contents
properly.
In our first approach, (González-Ferreras and
Cadeñoso-Payo, 2004), we have developed a system
that dynamically converts HTML pages into VoiceXML
ones allowing the information to be accessed using a
VoiceXML browser over the telephone line. A voice
application describes how the conversion has to be done
for each HTML page. We created a development tool
which helps in building that voice applications. Once
the application is built, we use a transcoding server to
access the information using speech. Five typical HTML
patterns have been identified and we provide for each of
them a way of accessing the information using speech.
The system is useful to access HTML pages in which
information changes very often but the internal structure
of the page (HTML code) remains unchanged.
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In our second approach, (González-Ferreras and
Cadeñoso-Payo, 2005), we developed a spoken dialog
system which provides access to a newspaper web site.
The system is based on an information model, which
structures the information, and on an interaction model,
which describes how the interaction is carried out. First,
the information model is built automatically from web
contents. Next, the system uses that model to interact
with the user using browse and search strategies. If the
user has a specific information need, search can be used
to access it directly. Browse can also be used to see which
information is available. We carried out an evaluation of
the system to measure its usability. System performance
is measured, obtaining a task success rate of 92% and a
word error rate of 18.09%. User satisfaction is measured,
obtaining positive results. Users said the system is useful
and easy to use, although the interaction is repetitive and
boring.
As future work we plan to focus on search strategy,
trying to overcome the limitations of automatic speech
recognition (ASR). Problems with ASR affect usability,
because users feel confused when the system does not
understand them. The main problem is the size of the
vocabulary, because news domain has an open vocabulary. We need to find ways to restrict the vocabulary for a
given state of the interaction and to find a mechanism to
deal with out of vocabulary words.
I have also some experience with multimodal dialog
systems. We have built a first prototype, (GonzálezFerreras et al., 2004), that integrates spoken dialogs in a
virtual reality application, in order to achieve a more natural interaction and increase interaction possibilities. We
have defined a framework to develop applications using
VoiceXML as language to describe dialogs and VRML
as language to describe the virtual world. We have used
XML to integrate both modalities. The framework uses
components stored in a repository to create applications.
This helps in reusing from one application to another.
The control flow in our system is described by VoiceXML
pages and this makes speech control the interaction. As
future work we plan to create a language to describe
the interaction for both modalities, in order to allow any
modality to have the initiative.
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3 Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research
Deploying dialog systems in the real world is one of the
key challenges. In the last decades there has been a lot of
effort in advancing speech technology and finally we have
seen some research spoken dialog systems (SDS) that interact with people in a natural and flexible way. Speech
technology is prepared to be used in real systems and the
focus must be on developing and deploying systems for
real users.
However the development process of SDS is not mature enough. Building SDS is very different from building traditional computer systems. Speech interaction is
sequential and not persistent, and this makes it very different from traditional systems, which have a graphical
user interface (GUI).
We need to create a branch of software engineering
to deal with SDS. We need to find a model to describe
SDS at analysis and design phases of development, like
relational model is used to describe data bases or Unified
Modeling Language (UML) to describe object oriented
systems. We need to adapt the development process to
focus on the interaction, involving final users in the process, as has been done in some agile methods. We also
need CASE tools tailored to SDS and reference of good
practices and design patterns. All this effort will help to
make easy the development process, helping to deal with
the complexity of SDS. Better systems will be developed:
more maintainable, flexible and extensible. The research
community is aware of this, and there are some proposals of methodologies, guidelines and tools for developing
SDS. I expect more work on this in the following years.
Another key challenge of SDS is usability, and few
attention has been given to it until now. When a SDS
is deployed in the real world, factors that affect its usability must be studied. Traditionally, systems with more
natural interaction have been the goal of SDS. However,
I think natural systems and usable systems are different
concepts. There must be a shift from natural interaction
to usable interaction. In order to study usability, evaluation on the systems has to be done using psychometrics theory. This has been done in evaluation of GUI systems and it is beginning to be used also for SDS, (Larsen,
2003).
An important factor of usability is the conceptual
model of the system that the users have. Users must understand how the system works and which are its main
limitations (for instance, the language the system is able
to understand). A way of achieving that is to establish
conventions and train the users how to use SDS. This
has been done in other inventions, in which the usage is
not natural but people has become used to, as described
in (Heisterkamp, 2003). We must develop systems with
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high usability, although their interaction is not natural,
like Universal Speech Interface (Rosenfeld et al., 2001).
User adaptation can also increase usability of SDS.
Adapting some system models can improve performance
(for instance, acoustic models). An user model can be
used to tailor the interaction to each user and user preferences can be used to decide which information should be
presented first. Speaker identification can determine the
user in an unobtrusive way, without using any security
information such as a password.
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1 Research Interests
My research focus is language modelling for limiteddomain speaker-independent spoken dialogue systems.
From a background of spoken dialogue systems design,
including work with dialogue management and semantics, my interests have moved more recently toward language model optimisation. I have investigated the relative
merits of grammar-based and stochastic approaches,
and am currently developing matrix-based methods for
use in n-gram language modelling. The relevant techniques are Latent Semantic Analysis, singular value
decomposition, eigen decomposition and Random Indexing.

2 Past, Current and Future Work
My research in spoken dialogue systems initially focused
on the relative merits of grammar-based and stochastic language models in spoken dialogue systems, before moving on to consider how the different approaches
might be combined to best effect–this work is described
in the next section. More recently, I have been investigating machine-learning methods for eigen decomposition,
a technique with many potential applications to language
modelling. This work is described in section 2.2.
2.1 Comparing and Combining Approaches to
Language Modelling
In (Rayner et al, 2001), we demonstrated the relevance of
agreement constraints to the performance of a grammarbased language model. At the same time, our work
on a comparison of grammar-based and stochastic language models in the same domain (Knight et al, 2001)
explored the circumstances under which one can expect
superior performance from a grammar-based and a robust speech understanding system respectively. We also
presented a “plug-and-play” technique for grammar compilation (Rayner et al, 2001; Rayner et al, 2003), appropriate to situations where the coverage of the language
model needs to be manipulated in real time.
Over the next few years I went on to investigate techniques for exploiting language modelling approaches to
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provide assistance to users in the case that they are misrecognised. “Targeted Help” (Gorrell et al, 2002) uses
a stochastic language model to classify an utterance misrecognised by the primary grammar-based recogniser and
give one of a limited number of help messages. An investigation was also done into the potential for using a backoff SLM to discover out-of-coverage vocabulary (Gorrell,
2003). Targeted Help was then extended into a system
that uses layered recognisers and Latent Semantic Analysis for classification (Gorrell, 2003; Gorrell, 2004).
2.2 Eigen Decomposition for Language Modelling
Continuing my work with Latent Semantic Analysis
(Deerwester et al, 1990), I am currently investigating the
applicability of eigen decomposition to language modelling. Eigen decomposition describes the transformation
of a matrix into a set of orthogonal vectors, each with a
value describing the weight of the matrix in that orientation. Any square matrix can be decomposed in this way,
and the vector set will be no greater in dimensionality
than the original matrix. It may in fact be considerably
smaller, since most natural matrices contain some redundancy. Since the eigenvalues give the importance of each
vector within the matrix, it is often useful to discard the
lower values, allowing the data to be compressed, and in
some contexts, meaningfully generalised.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) extends eigen decomposition to arbitrary rectangular matrices. Instead of
one set of eigenvectors being produced, it decomposes
the matrix into a pair of vector sets. SVD forms the basis
of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). In LSA, a matrix is
formed from a corpus of text passages, with one line per
unique word and one column per text passage. The text
passages might be article abstracts or document titles, for
example. The matrix is populated with frequency data
and (potentially after some preprocessing) decomposed
using singular value decomposition. The lower value vector pairs are discarded and the matrix reconstructed. The
previously sparse matrix is now meaningfully filled out,
such that if a pair of words appear frequently together, in
the cases that they do not appear together, the previously
zero count now contains a non-zero value. For example, a document that refers to cats exclusively as felines
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might now contain a non-zero value in the “cat” slot. In
this way, the technique can be said to have discovered the
synonymity between “cat” and “feline”.
An important feature of human language acquisition is
that human beings receive input in a continuous and unending stream of individual items. They continue to improve their model over time. I am interested in developing an approach that shares these properties. For this reason, I am currently investigating incremental approaches
to eigen decomposition. The Generalized Hebbian Algorithm (Sanger, 1989) is a neurologically plausible incremental implementation of eigen decomposition. My
current work involves applying the Generalized Hebbian
Algorithm to LSA. Another aspect to my current work is
the extension of GHA to rectangular matrices. I am also
using Random Indexing (Kanerva et al, 2000) to optimise
the technique.
My next steps are to apply the machine-learning techniques I have been working with to language modelling.
Previous work has demonstrated the value of LSA-style
techniques in language modelling, for example (Bellegarda, 2000). I hope to build on the existing work with
the addition of a theoretically interesting and practically
useful technique.

3 Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research
The great success of stochastic language modelling,
despite its simplicity and failure to embody linguistic knowledge, has meant that grammar-based language
modelling has been neglected in many ways. There
are undeniable advantages to an approach that is more
knowledge-rich, for example, in the semantic interpretation of utterances. As stochastic language modelling
reaches its peak, a transition to more knowledge-rich approaches will need to be made if performance is to continue to improve. Making this transition poses a fascinating challenge.
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1

Research Interests

I am primarily interested in spoken dialogue systems at
the level of words, utterances and meaning. I am particularly interested in how computational models of context can percolate constraints to other dialogue-system
processes: for instance, how both conversational context and contextual world knowledge can be used to improve natural language interpretation, natural language generation, and language modeling.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

Generic Framework for Dialogue System Design At
Stanford, I co-developed a framework geared toward dialogue systems that provide interaction with intelligent
agents. My primary contribution was the development
of generic components for interfacing the dialogue manager to an intelligent device. I developed a Recipe Scripting Language which can be compiled into an Activity
Model (AM) that hierarchically models the tasks an agent
can undertake in a manner particularly well suited for
dialogue management (Gruenstein, 2002a). I also codeveloped the Dialogue Move Tree (DMT) - a framework
for representing conversational context which defines a
search space of information state update procedures for
updating the dialogue system’s information state based
on conversational contributions (Lemon and Gruenstein,
2004; Lemon et al., 2002). The DMT and AM together
provide a robust framework for modeling the context of
the conversation: while the DMT models the conversational context, the AM tracks the current, past, and future
“cognitive” states of the intelligent agent. The framework
is generic, and serves as the basis of several dialogue systems.
Context Sensitive Language Modeling I have explored several ways in which incorporating contextual
information can be used to improve language modeling
for speech recognition. For instance, contextual structure provided by the DMT can be utilized to constrain
grammar-based language models by using contextual information to choose an appropriate subset of the grammar tuned to recognizing likely upcoming user utterances (Lemon and Gruenstein, 2004). Context-dependent
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language models are swapped into the recognizer, increasing recognition speed and accuracy. A back-off language model is used in a second (or parallel) pass if
recognition results using the small language model do not
exceed a confidence threshold.
Additionally, I have recently co-developed new techniques for incorporating context-sensitivity into n-gram
language models (Gruenstein et al., 2005). By training
with context-sensitive dynamic classes and then swapping in appropriate expansion sets at run time, n-gram
language models can quickly and effectively be biased
based on conversational context. For instance, utilizing
context, the word two in the following training corpus
snippet can be tagged as belonging to the class TIME
rather than the more generic class DIGIT:
System: When would you like to depart?
User: Around two, please

The context-sensitive class
ately populated at runtime.

TIME

can then be appropri-

Natural Language Generation I have also worked on
mechanisms to integrate conversational context into natural language generation. In particular, the AM and DMT
can be leveraged to ensure that an agent’s conversational
contributions are relevant, still true when uttered, concise, non-repetitive, and make natural use of referring expressions (Lemon et al., 2003). Additionally, effective
contextual models can be used to provide natural language summaries of the progress of both the conversation
and the tasks which are being undertaken (Gruenstein and
Cavedon, 2004) – this allows autonomous agents in dynamic environments to accurately convey their “cognitive
state.”
Fragment Interpretation Contextual models of discourse can be used to effectively interpret utterances –
especially non-sentential utterances – in context. For example, I have explored using the AM and DMT in the
interpretation of corrective fragments such as No, not
there, the fire station which are only felicitous in particular conversational contexts (Lemon and Gruenstein,
2004). I have also briefly explored this problem (Gruenstein, 2002b) using the sign coercion approach developed
in (Ginzburg and Cooper, 2004).
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Probabilistic Dialogue State Modeling I am also interested in modeling dialogue state probabilistically. I
have done initial work in the area, allowing persistent
uncertainty through multiple weighted attachment to the
DMT (Gruenstein et al., 2004). Future work in this area
might include the integration of Monte-Carlo methods
with dialogue state update functions.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

Dialogue systems typically tend to rely on a “piped” architecture. For instance, in a typical architecture, the
speech recognizer passes an n-best list to a parser, which
hands off a set of parses to the dialogue manager, which
then interprets the parse and produces a response, which
is turned into natural language by a generation component and then realized via TTS. This approach yields disconnects which can be off-putting – such as user utterances which are “recognized” but not “understood.” An
important challenge is to find practicable paths for better
integrating the disparate components which comprise a
dialogue system, so that knowledge modeled in one part
of the system informs processing in other components.
A second challenge lies in developing robust systems
based on little or no training data. System design currently tends to rely on experts making their best guesses
as to what a natural interaction with the system will be
like, often hand-crafting language models and dialogue
strategies – sometimes based on small wizard-of-oz studies – which are then iteratively refined as newer versions
of a system are deployed. Natural language interfaces,
unlike other computer interfaces, tend to engender specific user expectations – as users are already fluent in the
medium of communication, and come with preconceived
notions of how to accomplish the task at hand. Thus, it
is a major challenge to rapidly develop robust, natural interfaces.
A third challenge is robust integration of multiple
modalities in a portable environment. As portable computing power becomes cheaper and high-speed network
connectivity pervasive, an opportunity emerges for integrating visual, tactile, and speech modalities in a persistent, personalized framework. Researchers should be
looking in this domain to create truly natural systems,
which should aim to leverage existing personal and persistent electronic devices such as cell phones and digital
music players.
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1

Research Interests

My research interests lie generally in the dialog system
for the automotive environment, with a special focus on
flexible dialog switching and system-initiative dialogs
in such systems.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

I have been working on the dialog system for mobile
environment in the CAMMIA project. CAMMIA (Conversational Agent for Multilingual Mobile Information
Access) is the spoken dialog system to provide route
guidance and information service in English and Japanese. It has been extended to the multi-modal dialog
system in order to support speech, touch screen and
navigation map. The prototype systems have been developed especially for the automotive environment.
2.1

Flexible dialog switching

In the automotive environment, the direction dialog for
route guidance is one of the most important tasks. But
the direction dialog is very different from other kinds of
information seeking dialogs in that it tends to be long
(sometimes more than several hours) and does not need
to be active all the time. It can be active only when telling the next direction to the user. Otherwise, it can be
running in the background and the user may have other
dialogs with the system. For example, the user can ask
the system to retrieve auxiliary information (e.g., parking locations at the destination) while the primary task
is already undersay (e.g., navigation to the destination).
To support multiple dialogs at the same time, the
Dialog Manager (DM) maintains a dialog stack and
supports the user interruption. Figure 1 shows an example. As you can see in S5, the system interrupts the user
turn to notify the next direction and then continues the
dialog by resuming the interrupted weather dialog.
2.2

System-initiative dialogs

I have been working on the system-initiative dialogs to
provide useful information without any request from the
user.
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S1: What can I do for you today?
U1: I want to go to Carnegie Mellon University.
S2: Do you want to go to Carnegie Mellon University?
U2: Yes.
S3: The distance to the destination is 100 miles.
It takes about 2 hours.
U3: I would like to know weather.
S4: Please tell me the area and the date.
U4: Pittsburgh
(Navigation System sends the next direction to the Dialog Manager)
S5: To go to Carnegie Mellon University, please make a
left turn here.
Please tell me the date for Pittsburgh.
Figure 1. Sample dialog for dialog switching
The driving direction is one type of the systeminitiative dialogs. Even though the user initiates the dialog by setting the destination, the system should interrupt the user to tell the next direction (Figure 1). In our
system, the next direction has the highest priority and
the interruption is done immediately to tell it to the user
without any negotiation steps.
I have been extending this framework to provide
other types of information in the tour guide dialogs. For
example, the system initiates a dialog when it finds famous sightseeing sites or user’s favorite food near the
car location. The dialog starts with a negotiation and the
user may withdraw or delay it.
This work involves important research issues to find
out when and how to provide information to the user.
Especially, the user is driving a car and the interruption
should be designed not to affect driving safety. I am
working on simple reasoning component called IDA
(Intelligent Dialog Agent). The IDA gets information
from the user profile and other sub systems, and then
predicts the proper timing and contents. Here are some
features the IDA uses to make a decision.
•
•
•
•

User preference
Current location
Status of wireless signal
Time of day/Day of week
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•
•
•

Talking status (from DM history)
Driving speed (from location change)
Driving time (elapsed, route length)

When integrating the system with a car, we are going to
add more features such as car speed, car speed change,
gas status, temperature and microphone input (human
conversation) My current research is to apply machine
learning techniques with the features.
2.3

Anaphora/Ellipsis/Ambiguity resolution

I am also interested in Anaphora/Ellipsis resolution to
support natural dialogs between the user and the system.
This is also important to support flexible dialog switching. For example, the user is searching the sightseeing
sites near the destination. During the search, the user
can request the weather information (“Tell me the
weather for the destination today”). This time, the system switches to the weather dialog by passing the city
name where the destination is located.
Ambiguity resolution is another interesting area. One
user utterance can be used in different ways based on
the dialog context. For example, in Japanese, “どのく
ら いかかるの?” has several meanings: How much,
How far, how wide, how tall, etc. The system needs to
judge the meaning based on the dialog context. This is
one of future work.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

car and the interruption should be designed not to affect
driving safety. Reasoning to predict proper contents and
proper timing is one of the interesting challenges.
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Here are some challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research.
3.1

Grammar design for flexible dialog switching

The flexible dialog switching needs many active grammars to catch the user utterance for topic switching. As
more dialogs are supported, the bigger grammars are
needed, which makes recognition rate get lower.
As one solution, when we built the first prototype
system, we designed the entry grammar which only includes the dialog names (e.g., weather, restaurant, sightseeing, direction). This does not increase the grammar
size much even though the number of the dialogs is increased. But one problem is that this does not support
natural dialogs between the user and the system. The
user always has to say command-like words such as
“weather”, “restaurant” or ‘sightseeing” to start a dialog. How to design the efficient grammars is an interesting challenge for this task.
3.2

Reasoning about user interruption

The system-initiative dialogs needs to interrupt the user.
In the automotive environment, the user is driving the
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1

Research Interests

My research interests span the areas of speech recognition, natural language processing and information retrieval. I am particularly interested in incorporating
“high-level” knowledge into the ASR (automatic speech
recognition) framework. I believe such approaches are
necessary to realize robust speech recognition and understanding. Towards this goal, I am currently investigating
approaches that incorporate “topic” information for various tasks within spoken language systems.
In the future spoken language interfaces will become a
necessary component for many information retrieval applications. By combining voice with other modalities of
interaction, effective and efficient human-computer interfaces can be realized. Spoken language interfaces are
also relevant for tasks other than information retrieval,
for example facilitating communications between users,
via speech-to-speech translation (Takezawa, 2005) or by
acting as a third participant in dialogue.

increases both the accuracy and efficiency of the system. However, current dialogue systems that use multiple topic-dependent language models typically adopt a
system initiative approach (Wessel, 1999) where the appropriate LM is applied based on the system’s prompt,
determined by the dialogue flow of the system.
To realize a flexible ASR framework, I developed a
novel architecture combining topic detection and topicdependent language modeling (Lane, 2005a). In this
framework, the inferred topic is automatically detected
from the user’s utterance, and speech recognition is then
performed, applying an appropriate topic-dependent language model. This allowed users to seamlessly switch between domains while maintaining high recognition accuracy. To improve system robustness, a hierarchical backoff mechanism was incorporated where detailed topic
models were applied when topic detection was confident
and wider models that cover multiple topics were applied
in cases of uncertainty.

2

2.2

Past, Current and Future Work

In my current research, I am focusing on spontaneous dialogue between native Japanese and English speakers via
a speech-to-speech translation system (Takezawa, 2005).
For this task, dialogue is simple and semantically explicit compared to natural human-human dialogue, between speakers of the same language. However, it is
more spontaneous than typical human-computer interaction, and thus provides a good platform for spoken dialogue research.
For this application, I have investigated; topicdependent recognition (Lane, 2005a), based on topic detection and language model switching, out-of-domain utterance detection (Lane, 2004), and confidence measure
generation for ASR output (Lane, 2005b). Overviews of
these three research topics are given in the following subsections.
2.1

Topic-dependent speech recognition for
multi-domain spoken dialogue

When performing spoken dialogue over multiple domains, topic- or sub-task-dependent language modeling
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Out-of-domain utterance detection

The second area of research I have focused on is the detection of OOD (out-of-domain) utterances that cannot
be handled by the backend system. To operate effectively
and realize robust speech recognition, spoken dialogue
systems are specifically designed to operate over a limited
and definite domain, as defined by the back-end application. For users, however, the exact definition of the application domain is not necessarily clear, and users, especially novice users, often attempt OOD utterances. For an
effective user interface, systems must provide feedback to
the user, informing them when an OOD utterance is encountered. This will enable users to determine whether
to continue the current task after being confirmed as indomain, or to halt, after being informed that it is OOD
and cannot be handled by the back-end system.
In (Lane, 2004) I investigated OOD utterance detection based on topic classification and in-domain verification. In the proposed approach, the application domain
of the system was assumed to consist of multiple subdomain topic-classes. OOD detection was performed by
first calculating classification confidence scores for all of
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these classes, and then applying an in-domain verification
model to the resulting confidence vector.
2.3

ASR confidence scoring

In recent work (Lane, 2005b), I have investigated utterance verification incorporating “high-level” knowledge.
Previous approached for assessing the confidence of ASR
output are typically based on feature-based methods,
explicit model-based schemes, or posterior-probabilitybased approaches. These approaches, however, estimate
recognition confidence based on the “low-level” information that is available during decoding. There are apparently knowledge sources outside the ASR framework,
which have not been well exploited for estimating recognition confidence.
Two confidence measures were investigated. The first,
in-domain confidence, (as derived in out-of-domain utterance detection) is a measure of match between the input
utterance and the application domain of the back-end system. The second, discourse coherence, is a measure of
the consistency between consecutive utterances in a dialogue session. A joint verification confidence was generated by combining these two measures with a conventional measure based on the GPP (generalized posterior
probability (Lo, 2005)) of the ASR output. Incorporating
the two proposed measures significantly improved utterance verification accuracy compared to using GPP alone,
and when negligible ASR errors (that do not affect translation) were ignored, further improvement was achieved.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

To realize robust spoken dialogue systems challenges that
must be considered include; the detection and handling of
errors during dialogue, and methods to incorporate “context” knowledge into the speech recognition, understanding and dialogue management components.
As errors will occur in human-computer spoken dialogue, to realize an effective user interface, the system
should detect the type of error and provide informative
feedback to the user. This will enable the user to determine the reason for system failure and recover from
it. For example, if the input utterance is OOD, the user
should be informed of the application domain of the system, if an utterance contains OOV (out-of-vocabulary)
words, the user should be informed that this word is unknown. Similar feedback should be provided for acoustic
(noise and channel mismatch), and other linguistic errors.
Effectively detecting a wide range of errors and realizing
cooperative dialogue is one significant challenge for spoken dialogue research.
Current ASR systems rely on only acoustic and linguistic information during decoding. To realize robust
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speech recognition, external information relating to the
“context” of the current utterance is required. Such information can relate to a wide variety of knowledge, including “context” from the application domain, externalknowledge, such as time-of-day, and even user-dependent
knowledge via user-modeling. An effective framework to
combine a large number of varied knowledge sources is
required to realize such an architecture.
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1 Research Interests
I am a postdoc researcher at the University of Tilburg in
the Netherlands, working in the Induction of Linguistic
Knowledge research group. I apply supervised machine
learning techniques for pragmatic-semantic processing of natural language data. The data typically describe
shallow properties of spoken user input to a dialogue
system, such as prosodic measurements of the acoustic signal, a bag-of-words representation of ASR output,
dialogue history. The goal of my research is robust partial understanding of the user input. The understanding
is based on the identification of a simple set of dialogue
acts and semantic entities in the user turn, but also on
spotting whether the user signals awareness of communication problems during the interaction, and on predicting possible future interaction problems based on the
shallow properties.
Apart from facilitating full understanding of the user
input, such partial interpretation can be fed back to the
speech recognition and the dialogue manager of the dialogue system for utilisation. The interpretation process
is developed to cope with noise in spoken input (such as
disfluencies) and in the shallow representation of such input (such as a flat bag-of-words vs a more structured representation of ASR output, and to account for multilayeredness both in the input content and in the classification task designed for learning. Although such a
method is generally language and domain independent, it
is to be integrated in a specific application. The phenomena that are encoded in the learning process as features
or as classes therefore inevitably contain domain knowledge.
This entails that for example dialogue acts or semantic entities might be differently formulated depending on
whether the application concerns air travel, spare time activity, health, etc. Another focus of my research is therefore to investigate by machine learning methods the extent to which a certain identifiable category (e.g. ‘user
is aware of problem’, ‘user has filled a specific slot that
has been asked for by the system’) is correctly formulated, or whether a task can be more optimally formulated for machine learning applied in the dialogue system. For example, it can be that one machine learning
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algorithm bias prefers simultaneous learning of more dialogue phenomena, whereas another technique performs
better when those tasks are learnt in isolation. It can also
turn out that some task is over- or underspecified and
is suboptimally learnable: for example, too many or too
few categories of ‘communication problem’ were defined
for the learner. This entails the investigation whether it is
sufficient to define machine learning tasks for spoken dialogue system design based on human background knowledge, or whether it would also be beneficial to automatically infer some (simple) domain ontology for this purpose.

2 Past, Current and Future Work
My recently accomplished PhD project focused on applying machine learning techniques to extract pragmaticsemantic information from spoken user input in the Dutch
OVIS dialogue system (train travel domain). The learning
task involved simultaneous task-related act and information unit type classification, as well as bidirectional problem detection. I investigated the following research issues: (i) to what extent a memory-based and a rule induction machine learner can be used for interpretation of user
turns in spoken dialogue systems, (ii) whether the complex learning task of four-level interpretation can be optimised by decomposing it to subtasks, and (iii) whether
filtering noise from spoken input on the basis of higherlevel linguistic information leads to improved learning
performance on the interpretation task.
Systematic search in the space of possible subtask
combinations revealed that it is possible to find significantly better co-learnable compositions of pragmaticsemantic interpretation subtasks than identifying each
component in isolation or in full combination, and that
the optimal component combinations can be meaningfully different per learning algorithm.
It was also found that when ASR output was filtered
from disfluent words (training on the Corpus of Spoken Dutch that contains transcribed human-human dialogues), from syntactically less dominant words, or from
words that do not frequently occur in the recognition hypotheses, disfluency filtering and chunk non-head filtering had a positive but statistically insignificant impact
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on the partial interpretation subtasks, whereas frequencybased filtering deteriorated classification performance.
We furthermore investigated five different flattened representations encoding the ASR lattice. The results show
that the most robust type of these representations is the
flat, binary bag-of-words encoding of the recognition hypothesis. The following papers have been published on
this research: (Lendvai et al., 2002a; Lendvai et al.,
2002b; Lendvai, 2003; Lendvai et al., 2003a; Lendvai
et al., 2003b; Lendvai and Maruster, 2003; Lendvai et al.,
2004; Lendvai, 2004; Lendvai and van den Bosch, 2005).
Currently I participate in the Dutch national IMIX
project (Interactive Multimodal Information eXtraction)
that aims at developing a spoken dialogue system for
question answering in the medical domain. The current
version of the system is being used to collect humanmachine dialogues, to which the approach described
above is applied for detecting pragma-semantic information. I am also working on automatic processing of background medical documents, so that – based on a simple
extracted domain ontology – candidate answers to user
questions can be disambiguated. The adaptation of dialogue act and semantic entity types to the specificities
of medical information-seeeking dialogues is planned according to the obtained results, so that the system can
perform an improved analysis of user input on top of the
current domain concept and semantic relation type spotting.

3 Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research
An important issue for state-of-the-art spoken dialogue
systems is how pragmatic and semantic information need
to be encoded for optimal processing of the user input. Knowledge-based definition of fine-grained categories prove unnecessary when robust approaches drawing on shallow, automatically obtainable dialogue properties can produce a similar result. It is however so far
uncharted how much of the manually predefined information types is necessary to provide to learning algorithms
(either in the form of features or of classes), and how
fine-grained those should be? It needs to be empirically
investigated whether there is a difference between dialogue domains or processing techniques in the way they
utilise different representations of dialogue phenomena.
Clearly, there are interdependencies between feature design and task design when training a machine learner, as
both encode domain knowledge, but it can be that some
phenomena are better encoded as (one or more) features,
and some as (simple or more fine-grained) classes. It is
also an issue whether domain ontologies can be of help
here, in case it turns out that there are differences in this
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chine learning provides a framework for evaluating differently designed setups of pragma-semantic processing,
and after training the processing results can be fed back
into the analysed system.
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1

Research Interests

My primary research objective is to design and deploy real-world spoken language dialog systems for
illiterate masses that are almost untouched by IT revolution. I am particularly focusing on building speech
interfaces (recognition and synthesis) for the dialog
systems in a multilingual environment. I firmly believe
that these spoken language dialog systems address poor
literacy issues in taking technology to the developing
regions of the world.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

I have worked on developing robust, multilingual
speech recognizers for telephone based information
retrieval systems in Indian languages. Recently I
worked with the speech group of TIER team, University
of California, Berkeley on the design and evaluation of
Tamil Market, a dialog system which provides information on weather and crop prices. I am also working on
Interactive Voice Mail, a speech interface for sending
and receiving voice messages. A small overview of the
above projects is given in the following subsections.
2.1

Multilingual speech recognition

I built a multilingual speech recognition system for
Hindi and Tamil, the most widely spoken Indian languages as my final year project. This work is conducted
mainly as an investigative study to analyze various
challenges in developing ASRs for dialog systems in
Indian environment. I have listed some of the issues we
have addressed:
• Language switching is common in India, where
there is a general familiarity of more than one language. This demanded a multilingual ASR to decode words from several languages (N.Udhya
kumar et. al 2004).
•

A spoken language dialog system in a multilingual
environment should be able to respond to the user
in his language. Hence integrated language identification is performed to inform the later stages
(speech synthesis) the language being used
(C.S.Kumar. et. al 2005).
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•

To address the sparseness of training data, crosslingual bootstrapping of English acoustic models is
employed.

•

The system is planned to be embedded in information retrieval applications. So we included an automatic grapheme to phoneme converter to handle
dynamic vocabulary.

2.2

Tamil Market

Tamil Market is a spoken language dialog system which
enables illiterate farmers to get information about
weather and price of various crops. It is one of the projects undertaken by the TIER (Technology and Infrastructure for Emerging Regions) group of UC, Berkeley.
The main aim is to develop a user-interactive dialog
system with minimum resources, effort and time. The
system comprises of a Tamil speech recognizer, dialog
manager and voice response generation unit (Chuck
Wooters 2004). My responsibility in the team is to assist
them in the design of the dialogues and to improve the
accuracy of the ASR used.
We face a lot of design challenges in Tamil Market.
Tamil has a lot of dialects which vary with the geographical location. This heavily affects the accuracy of
the speech recognizer. The dialog system is completely
state-based and only a subset of words is active in each
state. Thus we are able to handle a medium-sized vocabulary since the recognizer has to search only within a
small set of words at each stage. The design also takes
into account the errors made by users, as they haven’t
been exposed to computers before. Machine-directed
voice response is used to guide the user prompting him
to produce short answers for a series of questions. Fall
back routines are also provided to correct the user when
he makes a mistake.
We identified different villages in Tamilnadu for
speech collection to have a representative data of the
entire group. We also evaluated our design among illiterates in those villages and collected their feedbacks.
We used a “Wizard of Oz” study in the current evaluation since the speech recognizer is not perfected yet due
to lack of training data. The project is still in the design
phase and the users’ feedbacks and speech data are used
to improve the system.
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2.3

Interactive Voice Mail

Interactive voice mail aims to provide a speech-based
interface for sending and receiving voice messages.
With the advance of wireless networking, internet is fast
becoming an accessible technology in developing regions. People still find the email difficult as they are not
conversant using computers. Hence this solution is particularly suited for illiterate users who want to experience the use of internet messaging.
The users can login to the system, browse and listen
to the incoming messages, compose new messages and
update their address book through an interactive speech
based interface. Appropriate voice response in users’
native language is provided to guide them since they are
unaware of the limitations of computer interaction.
Similar to the Tamil Market, the recognizer’s accuracy
is taken into account in the dialog design. The system is
still to be evaluated for usability study.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

I have presented a few topics below which I believe
to be some of the important and current challenges in
spoken dialog systems research. Recently there is a
growing interest in developing innovative, real-world
applications for masses for which computing resources
remain largely out of reach. There has been relatively
little work in the development of effective user interfaces for these applications, especially in an environment with low literacy and with a wide range of
languages and dialects. Spoken language dialog systems
can enable these applications by providing support for
small-vocabulary, hands-free speech recognition and
generation, which is critical for developing regions.
There are a lot of challenges in deploying such systems
which call for novel research methods.
Multilingual systems which handle a number of
languages in a single framework have become popular
now. They address several issues like lack of training
data, quick adaptation to a new target language and
compact integration. Multilingual spoken dialog system
is a challenging research area which has a lot of realworld applications, since the users can interact with the
system in their native language. The system components
should be made as language-independent as possible.
There are also other issues like data collection, evaluation and flexibility of adding new languages which need
to be addressed (James Glass et. al 1995).
Usability evaluation is an important process in the
development of Spoken Dialog systems. The purpose of
evaluation is to analyze design errors and estimate how
well the system fits its purpose and meets actual user
needs and expectations. In spite of its key importance
far less resources have been invested in the usability
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evaluation measures of SDSs over the years than in its
component technologies. Currently there is no standard
as to which evaluation criteria to use. Metrics should be
formulated which can include component testing but
should assess the overall performance of the system in
users’ perspective (Alicia Abella et. al 1997).
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Ever since computers were invented, people have
dreamed of having conversations with them. When
speech recognition came around and dazzled the world
with dictation, the dream seemed ever closer. That was
several decades ago. Since then, researchers have realized that dialog is a much more complicated process
than previously thought. Dictation is a good example.
According to usability studies, the primary reason why
so many users try dictation but subsequently stop using
it is because of frustration involving dialog about what
words were misrecognized, what sociolinguistics have
called “repair.” On the other hand, repair comes very
natural to human beings, and it is a known fact that people with less than perfect hearing still manage to engage
in conversation and accomplish their tasks. So, how is
it that people with various kinds of deficiencies, such as
poor hearing, unfamiliarity with the native language, or
even aphasia, still manage to maintain a conversation
with other people, while a computer with similar deficiencies cannot?
This question began my interest in dialog research,
and in particular dialog management. How can we
teach dialog systems to manage misunderstandings as
effectively as human beings, and hopefully, in such a
way that their performance will degrade gracefully with
word error rate? In attempt to answer this and related
questions, I have explored decision-theoretic, and more
recently, reinforcement learning (technically, a subset
of the former) approaches to optimizing dialog repair
strategies. I am also interested in simplifying the authoring of dialog systems as well as automatically pinpointing areas where various kinds of tuning may be
required, and finally, as a systems builder, in deploying
real-time dialog applications that are well-designed and
serve useful purposes.

abilistic techniques, and more generally, decision theory
(Paek & Horvitz, 1999; Paek & Horvitz, 2000). I have
tried to argue that grounding and decision theory together provide a good theoretical basis for selecting
appropriate repairs (Paek & Horvitz, 2003) and can
even be used to deal with other speech-related issues
such as the speech target problem (Paek et al., 2000).
With respect to current research, I have recently
been exploring methods for training dialog systems using reinforcement learning in an online fashion; that is,
as a user interacts with the system. When users are engaged in speech interaction, the most natural thing to do
when confronted with an error is to correct the system
with utterances like “no” or “wrong.” Unfortunately,
most dialog frameworks are not designed to take user
feedback like corrections and adapt in real-time their
strategy or policy. I have implemented a voice-enabled
browser that learns in an online fashion from user feedback. The browser is controlled by a graphical model
for a finite-horizon Markov Decision Process for optimizing clarification dialogs. The parameters of the
graphical model are updated in real-time using sampling. Since dialog interaction is potentially endless,
and may or may not be stationary with regards to its
transition probabilities and rewards, the system must
deal with the “explore vs. exploit” dilemma. I have
been investigating how different exploration strategies
fare in this domain. All of this is forthcoming in a series of papers soon to be submitted for publication.
With respect to future research, I have been interested in simplifying the dialog authoring process so that
designers who are not familiar with statistical methods
can maximally exploit statistical learning without having to understand any of the mathematical details. Since
the company I work for also builds a speech application
SDK, I have been working with the product team to
create simple tuning tools for diagnosing problematic
situations in dialog interaction.

2

3

1

Research Interests

Past, Current and Future Work

In examining how dialog systems might manage misunderstanding in a more “human” way, in previous research, I have tried to represent the process by which
people achieve mutual understanding of their utterances
and actions, a process known as grounding, using prob-
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Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

IMHO, the reason why dialog research is so challenging
and in many ways, slower in progress than other fields,
deals primarily with the engineering difficulties of
building a system on which to forge and evaluate re-
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search ideas. Dialog research is similar to robotics in
that much time is spent just putting together all of the
different parts of the system. Furthermore, the system
that is built is oftentimes tied to the application domain,
which makes it difficult for researchers to generalize
their results. Finally, evaluation is difficult to do “correctly” and also depend in many ways on the application
domain (see Paek, 2001).
Another major challenge for dialog research is the
lack of collaboration between academic research and
industry practice. Many research ideas are looked upon
by product designers as impractical, despite evaluation
measures showing its increased performance. For example, despite the fact that reinforcement learning has
been demonstrated to dialog management as good as if
not better than hand-crafted rules, most developers are
loathe to work within such a statistical framework.
Even if they familiarized themselves with reinforcement
learning, updating the performance of the system would
require extensive support, especially if a change was
needed in the state space. In short, to promote dialog
research, I believe it will be very beneficial for the field
to have more cooperative exchanges with industry. Ultimately, it will be industry and the drive for profits that
will bring dialog systems to the general public. To that
end, I hope to represent one of the companies interested
in advancing both the state of art in dialog research as
well as in speech application products.
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1 Research Interests
My research interests cover a broad range of topics from
speaker adaptation for ASR, to prosody modeling for
TTS, to dialog management and turn-taking. The main
purpose of my work is to improve human-machine spoken interaction by enhancing the low level abilities (ASR,
TTS, channel establishment) of spoken dialog systems.

2 Past, Current and Future Work
2.1 Non-Native Speakers
In the past few years, my main topic of research has been
non-native speakers, and how to improve their experience
with spoken dialog systems. From data collected with
the CMU Let’s Go bus information system (Raux et al,
2003), I studied linguistic (Raux and Eskenazi, 2004),
phonetic (Raux, 2004), and acoustic (Raux and Singh,
2004) differences between native and non-native users.
In the context of this system, and perhaps not surprisingly, while linguistic and phonetic differences did appear, acoustic differences seem to be the most important
factor influencing the quality of the recognition of nonnative speech. Hence while acoustic adaptation brought a
significant gain in recognition accuracy, phonetic and language model adaptation brought only marginal improvement. In addition to improving the system’s understanding of non-native speech, I proposed a method based on
lexical entrainment to guide non-native users’ language
towards the lexical and syntactic structures expected by
the system. While the initial experiment was not conclusive due to the poor quality of the overall interaction
(mainly speech recognition), I am planning to reproduce
this experiment in the near future, with improved language and acoustic models, as well as more controlled
conditions.
2.2 Prosody Generation for TTS
In relation with my work on non-native speakers, I investigated ways to create more appropriate and natural
prosodic contours for dialog utterances. In (Raux and
Black, 2003), we describe a new method to generate F0
contours by concatenating portions of natural contours
Young Researchers' Roundtable on Spoken Dialog Systems

from recorded utterances, in the same way that concatenative speech synthesis generates utterances by concatenating portions of waveforms from recorded utterances.
Human listeners preferred the utterances whose contour
were generated with our method to those using a standard rule-based F0 contour generation method. The effect
was even larger when modeling emphasized speech using
a database specially designed and recorded for that purpose. Overall, this approach allowed us to build natural
yet flexible (since prosodic and spectral content are modeled separately) contours in a very limited amount of time
(assuming a database of the target phenomenon is available) and without requiring an expert to write prosodic
rules.
2.3 Turn-Taking
While most research in spoken dialog systems has focused on task and on dealing with uncertainty in speech
recognition and understanding, very little attention has
been given to the way the system and the user manage
turn-taking. In the vast majority of cases, spoken dialog systems assume a rigid turn-taking behavior where
user input goes through a serial “understanding-dialog
management-generation” pipeline and turn boundaries
are detected using only pause information. This results
in interaction issues like turn overtaking and unnecessary pauses. In addition, while it is known that prosody
plays a central role in conversational speech, current systems’ speech synthesizers typically use prosodic models
trained on read speech or more natural but less flexible
task-specific recordings. This results in the need for the
system to almost always produce full sentences, as opposed to the prosodically rich fragments that are typically
used in human-human conversation, particularly for confirmation and other grounding functions.
My current research aims at addressing these issues
by designing a general framework that performs interaction management in parallel to traditional dialog management. As preliminary work, I am examining turn transitions in task-oriented human-human and human-machine
conversation with the goal of identifying the salient features (semantic, syntactic, prosodic...) of turn transitions
(TTs). This will lead to the definition of a “turn tran37

sition space”. By analyzing the distribution of TTs in
this space, I hope to identify types of human-human TTs
and to compare the distributions of human-human and
human-computer TTs. Ultimately, I hope to correlate
metrics in the TT space with human perception of the
quality and rhythm of a conversation. This should lay the
ground work for me to investigate, design, and evaluate
different interaction management algorithms.

more dyanmic system architectures that are able to incorporate such knowledge into human-computer interaction.

3 Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

Antoine Raux and Maxine Eskenazi 2004. Non-Native
Users in the Let’s Go Spoken Dialogue System: Dealing with Linguistic Mismatch, HLT 2004, Boston,
Massachusetts.

3.1 Building Avanced Yet Robust Systems
From a practical point of view, I believe that one challenge our field is currently facing is to build practical
systems that go beyond today’s commercially available
menu-like voice-driven information access systems while
still being usable by the vast majority of people. This involves two competing constraints: on the one hand we
need to find tasks or means of interaction that significantly extends the reach of dialog systems, on the other
hand we need to keep those systems robust enough so as
not to harm their usability. One example of such a combined effort is natural language based systems that allow
the user to utter complex utterances while detecting and
correcting misunderstandings due to the open nature of
their input. In what other directions can such a dual effort
be conducted? For example, how can we give our systems
more personality and social ability without harming their
effectiveness on task? How can we create systems that
handle complex tasks without frustrating customers with
inefficient and/or inappropriate responses?
3.2 Towards Dynamic Conversation Management
As reflected in my current work, I believe that one major hurdle towards human-like interaction with machines
(assuming this should be one of our goals) is the rigidity of the interaction. Certain conversational acts like
confirmation and acknowledgment are far more frequent
in human-human converations than they are in humancomputer conversations of the same nature. Yet, the cost
of such information-poor turns in term of disruption from
the main task is much higher in human-computer interaction. My opinion is that this and other interactional
problems we are facing today are the result of two related
weaknesses: our systems’ inability to dynamically deal
with converation management signals such as backchannels, and the lack of flexibility of our synthetic voices,
particularly in terms of prosody, which plays an important role in these signals. First, there is a need to acquire
more knowledge about the form and function of conversation management signals, both from other fields such as
linguistics and Conversation Analysis and by conducting
our own empirical studies. Second, we should build new,
Young Researchers' Roundtable on Spoken Dialog Systems
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1

Research Interests

My research interests lie generally in multi-modal dialogue systems, with a particular interest on multi-modal
feedback generation and robust interaction strategies.
More specifically, I am applying reinforcement learning
to multi-modal clarification strategies. Clarification in
dialogue requests additional information to resolve understanding problems. My work explores how to combine various sources of interpretation uncertainty to decide whether to engage in clarification sub-dialogue and
what kind of clarification strategy is most rewarding with
respect to user satisfaction and task success.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

I started working on dialogue systems using simple handcrafted methods developing towards more “intelligent”
and data-driven models. My interests in the field of usability engineering narrowed down to clarification strategies to assure robust interaction.
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guarantee “good” dialogue design. The major drawback
of the applied dialogue framework is the restrictive dialogue model and the use of “canned” output.
2.2

Generation of Clarification Requests in the
ISU-based Approach

In the Information State Update (ISU) approach to dialogue modelling, the information state represents contextual information and allows a more flexible control strategy as specified by update-rules. My work was aiming
for a more robust and natural clarification strategy within
this framework. A contrastive analysis of clarification
requests in different corpora helped to identify features
that influence human clarification strategies (Rieser and
Moore, 2005). Furthermore, we identified form-function
correlations which can inform the generation of clarification requests. These results fed into a prototype system
named FRAGLE2 that is able to request clarification on
all levels of grounding (Rieser, 2004).
2.3

2.1

Usability Design in XML-based dialogue
frameworks

I began working on spoken language interfaces searching
for design strategies to enhance usability of information
seeking dialogues. In my work I explored guidelines for
speech system design (such as (Bernsen et al., 1998)) and
used iterative prototyping. For dialogue management we
used SDML, a XML-based modelling language allowing
finite-state like dialogue models, (Brey et al., 2000). I
built a talking washing machine named “Hermine” for
exhibition at the CeBit 20031 (Rieser, 2003). The system
used strategies such as context-sensitive help, iterative
prompting, priming user utterances, grammar switching
and short-cuts for expert users to assure robust interaction. Furthermore, graphical feedback was used to display current slot values, to reinforce the turn-taking signal and to signal non-understanding. The most noticeable
result was that the personalisation of the system made it
a main public attraction. By personalising the system we
violated central design principles for task-oriented dialogues (such as “be informative”, or ”be relevant”). This
raises the question whether abstract design guidelines can
1

www.cebit.de
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Learning a Multi-Modal Clarification Strategy

My current work aims to learn a multi-modal clarification strategy based on features in the information state
that maximises task success and user satisfaction. Like
previous rule-based systems that dealt with clarification
(Schlangen, 2004; Purver, 2004), we assume that speakers and listeners ground their utterances on several levels
of understanding. But instead of defining the clarification strategy deterministically, we aim to learn the action
with the highest reward by applying reinforcement learning. In contrast to decision theoretic models, reinforcement learning incorporates the possibility of “delayed rewards”, i.e. to sacrifice short-term gains for greater longterm gains. This property is especially interesting with
respect to clarification subdialogues, as they are considered to have a high immediate cost. To boot-strap an initial system, data on multi-modal interaction was gathered
within the MP3 domain. For data collection we used a
modified Wizard-of-Oz setting developed by the TALK
project.3 Active learning will be used to find an initial
strategy based on the behaviour of six wizards. Rein2

FRAGLE stands for fragmentary clarifications on several
levels
3
www.talk-project.org
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forcement learning will help to optimise the strategy applying a statistical user model. The work will contribute
to design robust mechanisms for handling interpretation
uncertainty and generating multi-modal feedback.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

Despite the obvious need for robust mechanisms to handle poor results from speech recognition and other kinds
of understanding problems, the following problems tend
to re-occur while working on dialogue systems.
Does anthropomorphism help?
Anthropomorphismwas considered to be problematic for spoken dialogue systems as the system pretend to have human capabilities, (Shneiderman, 1998). In my experience, making
a system more human-like increases its acceptance. People like to interact with dialogue systems that are flattering and people tend to be polite to systems by themselves.
Furthermore, human-like behaviour is a familiar interaction paradigm to users.
How to define usability? The PARADISE method
(Walker et al., 1997) is a widely accepted framework
to measure usability. However, the definition of user
satisfaction as function of task success and dialogue
costs seems to be problematic. Studies have shown that
user satisfaction does not correlate with task completion times (Williams and Young, 2004) and the perceived
task success depends on different error handling strategies (Skantze, 2003).
How to determine a strategy for multi-modal output planning? The claim by (Cohen and Oviatt, 1995)
that speech is the primary input mode can be confirmed
by results from Wizard-of-Oz studies undertaken by the
TALK project. The SACTI-2 corpus and the MP3 corpus
both show that users rarely take advantage of a click interface. But multi-modal input behaviour increases with
noise as introduced by speech recognition and the wizard can encourage the user to act multi-modally (Schatzmann, 2004). Multi-modal utterances are more likely on
the side of the wizard especially when handling interpretation ambiguities. In sum, multi-modal output generation seems to be especially promising in the presence of
uncertainty.
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1

Research Interests

My interests are in information-state approaches to dialogue management, automatic generation of dialogue
managers, and evaluation.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

Currently I am building dialogue managers for speechenabled radio agents at the University of Southern California's Institute for Creative Technologies. The domain
is military, in which forward observers are trained to
perform artillery strike requests over the radio. Recently, VR simulators have been used for this training, but
so far the trainees have been communicating over the radio with human trainers. The goal of this project is to
build dialogue agents to handle the radio communication
tasks, leaving the human trainers free for assessment or
to manage multiple simultaneous training sessions. I am
currently investigating the relative effectiveness of dialogue systems driven by human-authored Finite State
Machines, automatically generated FSMs, and humanauthored Information State dialogue agents.
Prior to this I worked with the Why2-Atlas project at
the University of Pittsburgh. This was an natural language intelligent tutoring system which analyzed, in
real-time, brief essays about qualitative college-level
physics questions, and then held tutoring dialogues to
correct misconceptions and lead the student to add missing information to their essays.
As an undergraduate I was interested in literary theory, but moved away from that in favor of disciplines that
take a more direct approach to solving real-world problems. I enjoy building dialogue systems that solve
such problems, and hope to continue doing so in the future, while still being able to work on the larger theoretical issues involved.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialogue Systems
Research

Dialogue research, like AI in general, is both an engineering discipline and a science. Because of this it offers its practitioners the ability to work on three levels
over the course of a career: solving problems at hand;
contributing to the dialogue community by addressing
questions that it needs to have resolved; and contributing to the development of the sciences of language and
cognition. If one wishes to work in all three, how does
one choose the problems to attack over the course of a
career?
Secondly, what practical techniques do we have for
evaluating dialogue systems, and dialogue managers in
particular? We have several traditions to call from. We
can run experiments as done in, for example, psychology of education, with multiple concurrent human participants testing full systems, with control groups and measures such as time to task completion, quality of task
completion, or learning gain. But this requires a large
number of subjects, which is complicated when the domain requires specially-trained subjects such as those
with basic medical or military skills; furthermore, it is
not very fine-grained, requiring the testing of an entire
system (unless variations of the systems are tested,
which increases the number of subjects required.) We
can use corpus approaches, as in statistical natural language processing, to calculate accuracy and efficiency
measures, but there are questions to this, such as what it
means for a dialogue system to be accurate, and how we
can model dialogues to test the systems against. For researchers to be able to compare dialogue systems to one
another, some further understanding of typical approaches needs to be developed.
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1

Research Interests

My research interests are focused on improving the
quality of human-computer interaction via spoken or
multi-modal dialogue interfaces. Specifically, I am interested in task/dialogue design and dialogue management.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

My research so far has focused on understanding the
effect of user emotions on the dialogue flow, more specifically in tutoring dialogues. There are two ingredients
to this problem. First, we need to reliably detect user
emotions. In (Rotaru and Litman, 2005a) we show that
using word level features instead of more commonly
used turn level feature helps in emotion prediction. Second, we need to examine the interaction between user
emotions and various dialogue phenomena. In (Rotaru
and Litman, 2005b), we show that system’s rejections of
the current user turn are followed by more emotional
user responses. Surprisingly, in our data, we find no
relationship between user emotions and recognition
problems within a turn nor between previous turn user
emotions and current turn recognition problems.
My current research is focused on understanding
what characterizes a high quality dialogue between a
human and a computer and how this knowledge can be
used for better task/dialogue design. I believe that the
answer depends on the characteristics of the underlying
domain. In my research I am interested in three types of
domains: information access domains, large scale domains and intelligent tutoring.
In information access domains (e.g. air travel domain), the user knows the characteristics of the items of
interest and gains access to such items via interaction
with the system. Typically, the task structure is relatively simple: the system has to acquire user’s constraints and retrieve the items that satisfy those
constraints (sometimes a negotiation phase is also present). Thus, critical to the success of the interaction in
these domains is the system’s robustness to channel
errors. Various recovery strategies have been proposed:
addressing the error immediately (Bohus 2005), fallback
to speak-and-spell (Filisko and Seneff, 2004), move on
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and approach the problematic information from a different task perspective (Skantze, 2003). There is little work
on recovery strategies from multiple subsequent errors.
In such cases, the users are forced in specific subtasks
with little or no means to recover except for restarting
the interaction. Strategies that are able to reuse part of
the information exchanged can speed up recovery in
such cases. I am interested in studying such strategies.
I think that a key step to higher quality dialogue systems in information access domains is our understanding of the effects of these recovery strategies. Also,
understanding the degree of domain independence of
these strategies is an important issue. Once these issues
are addressed, these strategies can come become integral part of generic dialogue managers.
In large scale domains (e.g. the real estate domain),
besides the robustness to channel errors, there is another
key ingredient: the system’s ability to assist user in finding the item(s) of interest. This includes helping the user
navigate the domain, providing relevant information,
assisting the user in his decision process, etc.
During exploration of large scale domains, users frequently find themselves lost in the data space with no
clear direction of what to do next. Also, given the complexity of such domains, the exploration history might
fade in user’s mind. To handle these issues users employ a variety of techniques like using a reference point
in their exploration or exploring using a predefined
exploration strategy (which might be devised after
several failed attempts to browse the data space). The
process of exploration is an important user activity and
allows the user to become familiar with the data space.
Familiarity is associated with user building a “cognitive
map” of the domain. Once the user is familiar with the
domain, he can use his expertise for a variety of decision tasks. For example, in the real-estate domain, once
a user has become familiar with the area, he can proceed
to choosing a suitable house.
My proposal is to build a navigation model that attempts to discover how the user explores the data space.
This approach is in contrast with current approaches
where the system has a plan and the user has to follow
it. In other words, instead of the user following the system’s plan, the system follows user’s (exploration) plan.
Having an accurate representation of the user’s plan has
application for many tasks in these domains. For exam-
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ple, a graphical rendition of the navigation model can be
presented to the user in multimodal interfaces in this
way possibly scaffolding the construction of user’s cognitive map and increasing the chances of success in
exploration tasks. Knowing the user’s plan and his
exploration patterns can lead to better recommendations
for query relaxation and better summarization of subspaces in the data space. It can also inform the system
about relevant information that the user is expecting
(e.g. if the user’s exploration plan is to ask about the
schools and golf courses in a city and then move to finding houses in that city, whenever the user explores a
new city, school and golf course information can be
provided without waiting of user’s request).
Dialogue-based tutoring can be viewed as a guided
navigation of the problem’s solution. In contrast to
guided navigation of a task like in information access
domains, there is flexibility in the order in which the
task is performed. The flexibility is responsible for
good/intuitive tutoring (e.g. combine backward chaining
with forward chaining) or for an awkward or hard to
understand tutoring (e.g. using only forward chaining).
Moreover, current research in my group (Forbes-Riley
et al., 2005) shows that in human-human tutoring, student attempts to drive the dialogue by introducing new
concepts correlates with learning. I am currently exploring whether the navigation model proposal for large
scale domains can be adapted to the tutoring domain
and if it will result in more flexible and studentcontrolled tutoring dialogues.
Finally, I am also interested in how techniques from
the Recommendation Systems field can be applied to
improve the quality of current dialogue systems. The
main idea is to use information from previous interactions with other (similar) users to drive the conversation
with the current user. Specifically, the navigation model
can benefit a lot from this information source.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

I believe that an important issue in the (spoken) dialogue systems community at this point is the lack of
standards and tools sharing/availability. To draw a parallel, a key to the success to graphical interfaces has
been the development of standards and middleware
components. For example, in any graphical application
users expect a help menu item or that they can access
(sometimes context-sensitive) help by pressing F1. In
the same way, one can imagine generic dialogue commands that every dialogue system should implement
(like help, cancel, restart, etc). This will also have a
positive effect on users since it will educate them about
what things they can do when they are in trouble. As a
side effect of the lack of standards, the amount of reuse
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and availability of dialogue tools and components is
very limited.
In terms of robustness to channel errors, most systems employ very few recovery strategies. I think that
an important challenge will be to understand how radically different recovery strategies (confirmations, speakto-spell, restarts) can be combined in the same system to
increase the task robustness.
Finally, I think that methodologies and tools for
semi-supervised offline analysis of corpora collected
from previous system runs can help improve existing
dialogue systems in an incremental fashion.
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1

Research Interests

My research interests lie in the areas of user modeling and statistical approaches to spoken dialogue systems. I am particularly interested in systems that learn
from experience what constitutes a good dialogue strategy and I am interested in developing user simulation
tools for training such systems.

2
2.1

Past, Current and Future Work
Overview of Current Work

My work is part of the growing field of research on
applying reinforcement-learning techniques to dialogue
management design. The main motivation driving research in this field is the hope to learn dialogue strategies from data rather than having to rely on handcrafted
rules. However, it is very rarely the case that enough
data is available to sufficiently explore the vast space of
possible dialogue states and strategies and it is not guaranteed that the truly optimal strategy is indeed present
in the training corpus.
I am interested in approaching these problems with
the help of user simulation tools. The simulated user
(typically modeled on the abstract intention-level rather
than the word- or acoustic-level) allows us to generate
any number of training episodes. It also enables us to
explore strategies which are not present in the training
corpus, so that new and potentially better strategies can
be found.
The feasibility of simulation-based learning has been
shown by a number of research groups, and various user
simulation techniques have been presented in the literature (Levin et al, 2000, Scheffler and Young, 2002;
Pietquin, 2004). Yet, the approach struggles to find
broad acceptance in the field because the quality of the
simulated dialogues is often poor and the robustness of
the learned strategies is uncertain.
2.2

Proposed Approach

I consider the current lack of solid user models and
rigorous evaluation standards as major roadblocks to
further progress on strategy learning. The goal of my
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PhD research is to introduce better evaluation methods
and to develop user- and error-modeling techniques that
enable us to learn strategies which outperform competing handcrafted strategies when tested on human users.
Over the past six month, I have been mainly working on evaluation techniques to improve the reliability
of simulation-based strategy learning.
- Introduction of simulation quality metrics and
evaluation of the state of the art in domainindependent stochastic user simulation (Schatzmann et al, 2005a)
- Investigation of the effect of the user model on
the learned strategy, re-assessment of standard
evaluation practices for testing learned strategies
and investigation of user model-independent
evaluation techniques (Schatzmann et al, 2005b)
In the coming two years, I hope to work on the following projects:
- Introduction of strategy confidence scores, indicating how likely a learned strategy is to work
well on human users. My motivation for work in
this area is to enable the system designer to optimize a strategy not only with respect to some
reward function but also with respect to its expected reliability.
- Markov Decision Process (MDP)-based user
models. MDPs have been used for building dialogue managers and I am interested in applying
the framework to user modeling. I intend to use
Agendas (Xu and Rudnicky, 2000) to represent
states, as these naturally combine the user goal
and the user state, encode dialogue history and
priority of user actions.
- Error Generation. I am interested in learning
strategies under system specific error-conditions
and I plan to compare simulated errors with errors generated by feeding synthesized acousticlevel user output into the recognition and understanding components of our system.
- Empirical Evaluation. To conclude my PhD project, I want to test simulation quality and strategy
performance using human users.
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2.3

Results and Previous Work

Results of my work on simulation-based strategy
learning can be found in (Schatzmann et al, 2005a) and
(Schatzmann et al, 2005b). Prior to research in this area,
I worked on multimodal systems and investigated how
gestures can be used to constrain the speech recognizer
in order to improve performance. (Schatzmann, 2004)

3

3.1

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research
Uncertainty in Dialogue Management

A key challenge for SDS research exists in finding
dialogue models that support the notion of uncertainty.
In current systems, a dialogue strategy is essentially a
mapping from dialogue states to system actions. Realistically however, the true state of the dialogue is never
known. Since spoken human-computer dialogue always
involves a noisy communication channel, the dialogue
manager can never be certain that the recognized input
is actually correct. I am interested in current work by
(Williams et al., 2005) on Partially-Observable Markov
Decision Processes (POMDPs) which maintain a distribution over dialogue states rather than a single current
state. POMDPs are much harder to compute than current MDP models and their use in large-scale systems is
an interesting challenge for SDS research.
3.2

Modeling and Inference of User Goals

Research on spoken dialogue systems is often justified by claims that speech is the “most natural” or
“most efficient” form of interface. However, traditional
input devices have become so familiar that many users
find it quicker, more intuitive and less error-prone to use
the mouse or keyboard. The majority of users is reluctant to change to a voice interface if it delivers no real
efficiency gain or additional functionality.
A key challenge for future research is thus to identify how spoken dialogue can indeed outperform competing forms of interfaces. A starting point could be to
reconsider the advantages speech has over keyboard or
mouse-based input. One of these is that speech can
transmit compact, high-level goals in place of several
specific low-level commands. This is frequently used in
human-human communication, for example by saying
“Cancel today’s group meeting and inform all participants by email!”. Current computer systems require us
to break up such a sentence into atomic instructions:
“Open calendar! Go to current date! Select group meeting...”. At this level, each spoken command is equivalent to a mouse-click, meaning that there is no
performance gain in using speech. But whereas it is
impossible to replace a large number of sequences of
mouse-clicks or keystrokes with a single click or a sin-
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gle stroke, this should one day be possible for speech.
Research on modeling, inferring and decomposing user
goals is a great challenge, but it may offer speech interfaces a “unique selling proposition” for competing with
traditional interfaces.
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1

Research Interests

My research interests lie generally in the area of error
handling in spoken dialogue systems. I am trying to
integrate techniques for dialogue modelling, robust
interpretation, error detection, error recovery and
grounding into a complete system and test it with users.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

One of the greatest challenges when building spoken
dialogue systems (SDS) is to deal with error and miscommunication. Errors may arise from several sources,
but the most common source is often the speech recogniser. In conversational dialogue systems, where the
user may speak relatively freely, one should always
expect a certain amount of errors from the speech recogniser. However, natural human conversation has
built-in mechanisms for handling miscommunication.
Conversational language may also contain redundancies
that allow some loss of data. If these mechanisms are
understood correctly, other components in a SDS may
be developed to utilize techniques for detecting, ignoring and repairing errors, and fruitful dialogues may still
be carried out. My work is aiming at investigating such
techniques, as well as modelling the way humans handle
miscommunication.
2.1

Exploring human error-handling

Initially, I conducted an experiment similar to Map
Task, where humans gave directions to each other, but
where a speech recogniser was used in one direction to
introduce errors (Skantze, 2005). The data were analysed to find out which strategies humans employ to
recover from total non-understanding. While the WER
was fairly high, the subjects reported in post-interviews
that they were almost always understood. The analysis
showed that humans signal non-understanding only after
about 30% of the actual cases of non-understanding.
This is different from the behaviour in most SDS,
where the default strategy after non-understanding is to
signal non-understanding, by for example requesting the
user to repeat or rephrase. Instead of focusing on the
previous utterance, the subjects in this experiment focused on the task and asked task-related questions,
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which helped recovering from the problem. Such behaviour significantly helped recovering from nonunderstanding. A regression analysis of the user’s experience of task success showed that signalling nonunderstanding decreased their rating, while the actual
number of non-understanding had no such effect.
Another observation from the experiments was that
humans were extremely good at early error detection,
i.e. detection of errors in the speech recognition results.
This lead to a very low number of misunderstandings.
Early error detection is something that current SDS are
not very good at, resulting in a lot of verification subdialogs or misunderstandings. To investigate which factors the subjects benefited from when detecting errors, a
new set of subjects were given the task to go through
the dialogues and mark which words in the speech recognition results they believed were incorrect, with access to varying amount of information from context,
word confidence scores and 5-best lists (Skantze and
Edlund, 2004a). The results showed that both word confidence scores and 5-best lists had a positive effect.
However, only the immediately previous system utterance improved the performance; longer context had no
effect. Different machine learning algorithms were also
tested for the task (ibid.).
2.2

The HIGGINS spoken dialogue system

A spoken dialogue system, called HIGGINS, is now under development as a test bed for exploring error handling techniques (Edlund et al., 2004). The initial
domain for the system is similar to the one in the experiment mentioned above: pedestrian navigation. The
user is moving in a 3D virtual city. The system’s task is
to guide the user to a specific goal. The system has no
access to the user’s position but has to rely on the user’s
description of the environment. The domain is challenging in that robust interpretation and error awareness
needs to be combined with deep semantic analysis of
longer, more complex, user utterances, containing a lot
of referring expressions.
The initial effort has been put on developing a robust interpreter, called PICKERING, for spoken language
with deep semantic structures. It allows insertions and
non-agreement inside phrases, and combines partial
results to return a limited list of semantically distinct
solutions. A preliminary evaluation has shown that the
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interpreter performs well under error conditions, and
that the built-in robustness techniques contribute to this
performance (Skantze and Edlund, 2004).
2.3

Concept level grounding and error handling

Most dialogue systems have the capability to explicitly
and implicitly verify what the user say. These verifications are often realised as complete turns and address
whole user utterances. A challenging issue is to clarify
and give feedback on (i.e. ground) the system’s understanding of parts of the user utterances, based on the
system’s confidence in the individual words or concepts. To make the dialogue more natural and efficient,
the system should be capable of producing clarification
ellipsis, implicitly ground referents by carefully selecting the system’s realisation of referring expressions, as
well as interpreting and integrating the user’s responses
to such grounding behaviour. To do this, a discourse
modeller, called GALATEA, has been developed and
integrated in HIGGINS, which tracks the grounding status
of each individual concept that has been contributed to
the discourse. This grounding status is based on concept
confidence scores in the deep semantic structures from
the robust interpreter, as well as the history of who has
said what and when. The grounding status is then used
for selecting grounding and clarification strategies, as
well as removing erroneous concepts from the system’s
model, when problems are detected.
2.4

Future work

The next step is to conduct user experiments with the
complete system to evaluate the techniques mentioned
above, as well as testing the error recovery strategies the
subjects used in the experiment mentioned in 2.1. Also,
the way users signal problems after concept level
grounding and clarification will be studied and techniques for detecting them will be tested.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

Effective communication between humans often involves the use of fragmentary expressions, such as clarification and grounding ellipsis, conversational grunts,
etc. I believe that such behaviour is one of the keys to
efficient conversational communication, not least in the
handling of errors and miscommunication. However,
current spoken dialogue system cannot handle them
very well. Modelling such behaviour requires better
understanding and modelling of pragmatic and a prosodic phenomena, and I think it is an important topic for
future research. As we build such behaviour into dialogue systems, users will probably make use of it to a
greater extent.
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Another aspect of natural language that makes it
useful is the capabilities to express complex relations
and negations, something that may be very hard to do in
graphical interfaces. I believe that such expressions are
very important to handle as well, if speech is to succeed
as a modality for human-computer interaction, in other
areas than those where our eyes and hands are busy.
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1 Research Interests
I have several interests in the field of speech technology
and human computer interaction.
Firstly, I’m interested in the area of speech recognition and language understanding technology, particularly their use in practical applications. These technologies are maturing, but many issues in their use and implementation remain open. Particularly of interest is how to
utilise all the information from the parser and the recogniser to leverage performance and implement new strategies in a dialogue system.
Related to this, I’m interested in statistical dialog systems, specifically methods of including the n-best or full
recognition and parsing results into the recogniser. By
this, it is possible to represent the errors in the output of
the speech understanding components, and also the possibility of the user’s goals changing over the course of the
dialogue.
Finally, I’m also interested in the design and application of multimodal dialog systems. Adding a multimodal interface greatly increases the bandwidth of information available to both the user and the system. Furthermore, it could be possible to develop strategies for interaction and goal determination, as well as providing a new
interface for clarification and disambiguation of intent.

2 Past, Current and Future Work
Prior to my current position as a researcher, I was a PhD
student at Cambridge University as well. My work was
focussed on acoustic modelling for speech recognition.
More specifically, I was looking at alternative front-end
parameterisations for speech recognition systems (Stuttle
and Gales, 2002).
Currently I am working at Cambridge University on
the FP6 project “TALK” (Talk and Look: tools for Ambient Linguist Knowledge). I have worked on a method for
collecting dialogue data in a Wizard of Oz using a simulated ASR channel (Williams and Young, 2004). The
simulated channel models typical confusions present in
a real ASR channel, but is much faster to set up for a
given domain, and can be set to yield an arbitrary word
error rate. The data collected exhibited similar behaviour
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to that of human/computer dialogue (Stuttle et al., 2004).
Two corpora have been collected using this setup, and the
data is being used to train elements of dialog systems.
Together with Edinburgh University, I have developed
a baseline system based on the same tourist information
domain. The dialogue manager is written in DIPPER and
we are working on getting novel update rules for strategies for fragmentary clarifications based on n-best parsing.
I am also working on developing and maintaining the
ATK (Application Tool Kit) open-source speech recognition system (Young, 2005). Current work has lead to
the inclusion of n-best lists and the use of multiple simultaneous decoders in the recognition. Future development will see the implementation of improved word confidence metrics and word posterior lists (Evermann and
Woodland, 2000). In addition, we arere working on a statistical parser (the Hidden Vector State mode) to incorporate into the ATK framework as a complete speech understanding component (He and Young, 2005). The overall aim is to incorporate these features into a multimodal
dialogue system in the tourist information domain. The
dialogue manager will be the Hidden Information State
model, which enforces a hierachical structure onto the
information/dialogue state, and effectively maintains an
n-best approximation to the complete belief state.

3 Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research
• At present, speech is an established technology afor
certain tasks and domains. However, there are still
a number of issues when running full open recognition, particularly when “boot-strapping” recognition.
• Our implementation of a multimodal Wizard of Oz
experiment found users unwilling to use two modes
of interaction in parallel when information seeking.
What are issues in developing multimodal dialogue
systems, and what tasks or strategies are they appropriate to? Where can the increased functionality
help?
• How can we leverage all the information from the
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speech recognition including word confidences and
n-best results for a dialogue system?
• Currently reinforcement learning approaches can
perform well in terms of increasing the return of a
reward function for a given task. However, the exact nature of these reward functions remains an open
question. What are useful values for rewards in dialogues, and can they be standardised for all users?
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1

Research Interests

My research interests focus on the usability of and error-handling in spoken dialog systems. I am particularly interested in the potential of restricted- or subsetlanguage interfaces and how such systems can be made
more palatable to users. I am also interested in the use
of multimodal interfaces in different conditions and
what their effect is on how well users work with unimodal applications.

2

Past, Current and Future Work

To date, my research work has centered on the Speech
Graffiti (a.k.a. Universal Speech Interface) project. This
project is an attempt to create a standardized interaction
style for speech communication between humans and
simple machines. Our belief is that by implementing
and promoting a standard interface, speech applications
can become more usable and desirable tools. The interface that we have been developing in this project comprises a set of keywords and interaction guidelines that
users learn in order to enable them to explore and use
any application that is designed using the Speech Graffiti standard.
One of the main design principles for Speech Graffiti
is that it should be more restricted than natural, conversational language, yet less restricted than typical application-specific command-and-control interfaces. The
proposed benefits of such a design are
• less complex grammars and vocabularies can be
used, resulting in lower speech recognition error
rates;
•

the overall system is less complex than for natural
language interfaces, which allows the system to be
used in small devices and supports the creation of
application-generating toolkits;

•

using a specific speaking style encourages the user
to view the system as a tool, which should make the
user less likely to overestimate its capabilities.

In my master’s thesis work, I reported on a user
study comparing Speech Graffiti to a natural language
speech interface (using the same telephone-based,
movie information database backend) and found that
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Speech Graffiti users had higher levels of user satisfaction, lower task completion times, and similar task completion rates (Tomko, 2003). Such benefits come with a
lower overall system development cost, since a toolkit is
available to facilitate the development of new Speech
Graffiti applications (Toth et al, 2002). I also found that
task success and user satisfaction with Speech Graffiti
were significantly correlated with how often users spoke
within the grammar (grammaticality) (Tomko &
Rosenfeld, 2004). This indicates that it is important to
help users speak within the grammatical bounds of spoken dialog systems, particularly subset language ones.
Based on the experience of users in this study, 80%
grammaticality appears to be a reasonable preliminary
goal for effective interaction. Nearly all participants
with Speech Graffiti grammaticality scores over 80%
gave positive user satisfaction scores, and more than
half of the participants in this study achieved this level.
Furthermore, users with grammaticality above 80%
completed an average of 6.9 tasks, while users with
grammaticality below 80% completed an average of
only 3.5 tasks.
However, even though they had completed a tutorial
session prior to the study, some users had difficulty
speaking within the Speech Graffiti language. The experiences of the six out of 23 participants who preferred
the natural language system are illustrations of frustrating communication. In the Speech Graffiti interactions,
they accounted for the six highest word- and concepterror rates, the six lowest task completion rates, and the
four lowest grammaticality rates. One defining characteristic of these six participants was that all but one of
them belonged to the group of thirteen study participants who did not have computer programming backgrounds.
My current work is designed with these users in
mind. The previous study indicated that even if users
appeared to “get” the language during a pre-use tutorial
session, they often forgot crucial aspects of the style
during the actual interaction. I am now working to enhance the project with a shaping component: for any
non-Speech-Graffiti-grammatical input, the system will
attempt to provide feedback which will encourage the
user to speak within the Speech Graffiti grammar. The
baseline level for such feedback will involve simply
confirming users’ non-Speech-Graffiti-grammatical
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input with the equivalent Speech Graffiti form. Thus, if
a user were to tell the system I want to know what’s
playing at the Manor Theater tomorrow, the system will
respond with the Speech Graffiti-grammatical confirmation theater Manor, day tomorrow, what
movies? before providing the query result.
This approach to increasing interaction proficiency
has three main components. First, an expanded grammar allows the system to accept more natural language
input than is allowed by the canonical Speech Graffiti
language. I hypothesize that the use of the expanded
grammar will reduce training time and allow the system
to be more forgiving for novice users, which should
increase user satisfaction. Separate language models
will be built based on the target and expanded grammars
so that each user input will be decoded twice. Second,
shaping confirmation will provide the appropriate shaping response for non-Speech Graffiti input that is accepted by the expanded grammar. Finally, an error
classification and response strategy will provide context-appropriate, shaping help for situations in which
the recognized input string is accepted by neither the
target nor the expanded grammars.
I believe that by receiving this type of feedback, onetime users of the system will be able to complete tasks
with very little training. As people use the system more
frequently, the shaping feedback can help them learn a
more efficient style for interacting with the system,
without having to go through a separate training process. The use of both a more natural language and a restricted language in the same system will support the
investigation of the following research question: How
malleable are users? That is, given the option of speaking with more natural language, will users allow their
input to be shaped to a more efficient style?

situations when users should be made aware of errors,
and those when a dialog system should try to work at
correcting an error in a less explicit way?
Evaluation of spoken dialog systems is of crucial
importance to the future of such systems because it is
important to take potential real-world success into
account when designing user interfaces. Although
usability models (e.g. PARADISE) have been devised
and “user satisfaction” obviously carries substantial
weight in the evaluation of a system’s success, I think
that it is still not exactly clear how the components of
user satisfaction contribute differently under varying
conditions. I think it is important to devise user testing
scenarios that more accurately reflect and capture the
expereinces, needs, and perceptions of users in realworld sutations.
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3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

Spoken dialog systems are the means through which
users experience speech technology. Because this
technology is imperfect, and is likely to be so for the
next several years, spoken dialog systems must be
designed to handle gracefully the problems rooted in the
imperfections of the technology. Therefore, I think two
of the greatest challenges for spoken dialog systems
research are error handling and evaluation.
Error handling is crucial to making interactions
seamless, effective, pleasant, and natural for users. I
think one interesting challenge for error handling is determining what levels of transparency should be used in
presenting error situations to users. For instance, in
which cases is repeating the exact string of recognized
words back to the user helpful, as opposed to confusing
or frustrating? Are there clear distinctions between
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1

Research Interests

My research interest is in spoken and multimodal interfaces for the creation and editing of text. In particular, I
am interested in interfaces for the correction of speech
dictation which are faster, less frustrating, and more accessible than existing solutions. Allied research interests
include multimodal interfaces, speech-based navigation, recognition confidence measures, and speech phenomenon during corrections (such as hyperarticulated
speech).

2

Past, Current and Future Work

Despite significant advances in speech recognition, the
use of speech for text creation and editing is not widespread. Current solutions force users into a dialog in
which they dictate their text, scan for errors, specify the
error locations, and then provide corrections. The best
strategy for correction varies from situation to situation
and users often face cascading sequences of errors.
While a person can dictate at around 125-150 words
per minute (WPM) (Feng and Sears, 2004), correcting
recognition errors is often slow. User studies have shown
corrected entry rates of 8-15 WPM (Karat et al., 1999;
Sears et al., 2001). Often users are found to fall back
to keyboard correction, an impossibility for people with
certain disabilities. User frustration is also a problem, in
one study 7 out of 8 users had quit using their speech
dictation software after 6 months (Koester, 2003).
My research is about trying to improve this state of
affairs. How might we better let users visualize and navigate the space of recognition hypotheses? If we invent a
new interface, how do we accurately evaluate its performance? How do users really want to create and edit their
text using their voice?
2.1

Correction via pointing

When a user dictates text to a speech recognizer, often the
right answer lies somewhere in the recognizer’s lattice of
results. In order to navigate this result space, I have developed a new interface based on Dasher (Ward et al., 2000).
Dasher was originally designed to provide efficient text
entry without a keyboard. Users control Dasher with a
Young Researchers' Roundtable on Spoken Dialog Systems

pointing device such as a mouse or eye tracker. Users
enter text by zooming in on letters appearing on the display. Letters and sequences of letters appear in size proportional to their probability in an underlying language
model.
In Speech Dasher (Vertanen, 2005), users first dictate
their desired text. The recognition results are used in
combination with other lattice expansion techniques to
create a dynamic language model. Using this model, in
one fluid step the user can proofread their text, select the
best hypothesis, and provide any words not explicitly predicted.
Experiments on the Hub1 test set show that Speech
Dasher significantly reduces the information required by
a user to create text. A user trial is currently underway
evaluating human performance using Dasher, Speech
Dasher, and a conventional dictation interface.
2.2

Evaluating text creation

In most user studies of predictive text or speech dictation, users are asked to transcribe text from a source such
as a newspaper or book (Suhm et al., 1999; Ingmarsson
et al., 2004). I believe this is an unrealistic task that requires users to write in a style and vocabulary different
from their own. It can also necessitate shifts of the user’s
attention between the interface and the transcription text
(MacKenzie and Soukoreff, 2002).
To address these concerns, I am currently developing
a new short text composition task set. Users compose
sentence-length responses based on short fictitious situations. The user is told specifically what their response
should include, allowing particular vocabulary of interest
to be elicited (such as difficult to recognize words, proper
names, etc). While targeted words in their response might
be unfamiliar, the bulk of their entry will be in the user’s
own style and vocabulary. The user is asked to think of
their response before starting entry, hopefully concentrating the majority of the user’s “think time” at the start of
the task.
2.3

Future work

In the future, I would like to investigate other possible
interfaces for the creation and editing of text. Rather than
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impose my own preconceived notions, I would like to first
explore how users would like things to work. This could
be done in a Wizard of Oz style experiment in which users
are allowed to interact with a simulated system controlled
by a human. How do users proofread their writing? What
are the different ways in which they select and correct
errors? What speech phenomenon are observed during
correction episodes?
Using insights generated from such a Wizard of Oz experiment, I plan to work toward a system which more
closely mirrors human expectations.

3

Challenges in Spoken Dialog Systems
Research

A large amount of effort has gone into making speech
recognizers get it right the first time. But little work
has been done in getting it right the second time. How
can we improve user’s success and satisfaction during error recovery? Should we be using specially trained or
adapted acoustic models during error resolution? Can we
build systems that know not only when a user is out-ofgrammar but also know when they are frustrated or when
they are trying to correct a system gone astray?
For a frequently used dialog system, the user typically
appreciates that the system has limited capabilities. They
tend to learn one way to do their normal activities and
little else. The actual system capabilities might far exceed those within a user’s normal comfort zone. How do
we promote exploration of a dialog system without annoyance? Are there opportunities to use other non-audio
mediums to communicate the power and flexibility of a
system?
The deployment of statistically-based dialog systems
in industry would seem to face several problems. One
issue would be communicating the systems capabilities
and behaviors with stakeholders such as product marketing and quality assurance. While in my experience it is
possible to communicate the intricacies of a hand-tooled
dialog system using aids such as diagrams, would the diagrams representing a learnt system be as useful? How
easily could a learnt system be adjusted in the face of ad
hoc requests for a given behavior or new feature?
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I am interested in several related aspects of humancomputer dialogue.
First, I’m interested in understanding people’s behaviour in human/computer dialogue. I view the
speech recognition interface (including end-pointing,
speech recognition, parsing, etc.) as a “noisy channel”
which not only corrupts a user’s meaning, but also alters
a user’s behaviour. By understanding both of these
components, I seek to gain insights into basic properties
of human behaviour and also create both models of the
channel and user.
Second, I’m interested in exploring dialogue models which explicitly represent uncertainty which is
introduced by the channel. For example, I’m interested
in dialogue models which maintain a probability distribution over many possible states of a dialogue. I seek to
create and test these models using insights and data
gained from studies of the channel and user behaviour.
Finally, I am interested in approaching dialogue
management as a machine learning task cast as
“planning under uncertainty.” I am interested in approaches in which a dialogue designer can specify desired outcomes of a dialogue and rely on an
optimisation algorithm, provided with a dialogue model,
to work out the details of the machine’s plan.

Thus far in my Ph D, I have explored two areas.
First, I have developed a method for collecting dialogue
data using a “Simulated ASR Channel” (Stuttle et al.,
2004). The channel models the properties of a typical
speech recognition interface, and two experimental subjects attempt to accomplish tasks using the channel.
Because the method does not require a dialogue system
to be built, I believe the “Simulated ASR Channel” is a
faster and cheaper way to collect dialogue data. Using
the Simulated ASR Channel, behaviour was observed to
be similar to that in human/computer dialogue (Williams and Young, 2004). Thus I am hopeful that this
dialogue data will be suitable for training a user model.
I have proposed a method for representing a dialogue model & manager as a Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP) trained using reinforcement learning (Williams, 2002). Reinforcement
learning can require a great deal of training data, and I
have spent some time looking at how a ReinforcementLearning based dialogue manager might be “bootstrapped” with small amounts of data (Williams and
Young, 2003).
I am now exploring practical issues of representing a
dialogue model & manager as a POMDP. In the remainder of my Ph D, I intend to explore how the training data collected using the Simulated ASR Channel can
be incorporated into a POMDP-based dialogue model &
manager.

2

3

1

Research Interests

Past, Current and Future Work

Prior to starting my Ph D, I worked in industry for several years building commercial speech recognition systems for the telephone. While in industry, I focused on
usability testing and dialogue design. I explored a variety of human/computer interaction issues such as how
users react to various types of prompt strategies (Williams et al., 2003a), the effects of using earcons and
“naming” the system (Williams et al., 2003b), how the
“domain” influences caller preference for different dialogue structures (Witt and Williams, 2003), and how
these factors all relate to the “Call routing” task (Williams and Witt, 2004).
In industry, I found that the speech recognition
component was typically much easier (and less expensive!) to build than the “design” of the dialogue. This
realisation prompted me to explore machine learning
approaches to dialogue management.
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Challenges in Spoken Dialogue Systems
Research

I see several broad challenges for Spoken Dialogue Systems:
• Dialogue systems are expensive to create, and little
is reusable from one domain to another. How can
we build systems more quickly? How can we leverage work in one domain in another domain?
• Funding for a research area is often driven by a target application. What are the next “killer” applications for spoken dialogue systems?
• Multi-modal interfaces provide new opportunities
for engaging human/computer interaction. Whereas
commercial handbooks are readily available for the
design of spoken dialogue systems, multi-modal dia-
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logue system design is less well-understood. What
are the “design constructs” and best practices for
multi-modal design?
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List of All Submitted Topics
Each of the participants in the Young Researchers’ Roundtable on Spoken Dialog System
has proposed three topics for discussion at the workshop. The complete list of submitted
topics is available below (in no particular order).
•

For some years now, progress has been made in learning dialogue strategies from corpora
or using user feedback. While the resulting systems most often show better performance
than hand-crafted systems, knowledge-based approaches stubbornly refuse to go away. It
would be interesting to see why that is, and how a combination of both statistical and
knowledge-based approaches can be beneficial.

•

What can be re-used from one dialog system to the next?

•

My own research indicates that something like half of speech recognition errors are of no
semantic significance, that is, the misrecognised hypothesis is semantically equivalent to
the real utterance. I have seen little research on this. Being able to ignore half of
misrecognitions would be very useful. Does anyone else have work or observations on
this?

•

Current speech systems do not take into account human emotional expression. However,
emotion recognition algorithms are improving, and first commercial synthesis systems
offer affective expression combined with good sound quality.

•

Creating a dialogue system (for research purposes) is a challenging task that requires a
number of people just to get off the ground. Can we define a set of common, opensource components/resources we could share which could make this an easier task?
Examples would include a dialogue manager/shell (like TrindiKit), a common (freeware)
speech recognizer, common base grammars, etc.

•

Dialogue systems are usually composed by stringing together several components: speech
recognizer, parser, dialogue manager, databases, ontologies, etc. In current systems,
these components are usually ordered such that the output of one process feeds into the
input of another process, essentially making each process a "black box" (e.g. an n-best
list is produced by the recognizer which is then shipped to the parser and then the parse is
shipped to the dialogue manager). However, at an intuitive level is doesn't seem like
humans operate this way. Instead they seem to make use of these resources in parallel;
e.g. they integrate real-world knowledge as they parse words they hear on the fly. Is this
a model to aim for? What technological boundaries stand in the way? What has been
accomplished thus far?

•

How can we better reconcile statistical and non-statistical techniques in dialog?

•

The interaction between dialog systems and speech recognition - (how) can we use dialog
information to improve speech recognition? (How) can we use more of the information
from the recognizer to perform better on dialog processing?

•

A fair amount of current research on spoken dialogue systems is justified by claims that
speech is the most natural or most efficient form of interface. But traditional input
devices have grown to be so familiar that most users find it quicker, more intuitive and
less error-prone to use the mouse or keyboard. What kinds of new functionality could
future Spoken Dialogue Systems offer in order to overcome users’ reluctance to change?
What application domains are best suited for voice-driven interfaces?
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•

How to determine a strategy for multi-modal output planning? The claim by (Cohen and
Oviatt, 1995) that speech is the primary input mode can be confirmed by results from
Wizard-of-Oz studies undertaken by the TALK project. The SACTI-2 corpus and the
MP3 corpus both show that users rarely take advantage of a click interface. But multimodal input behavior increases with noise as introduced by speech recognition and the
wizard can encourage the user to act multi-modally (Schatzmann, 2004). Multi-modal
utterances are more likely on the side of the wizard especially when handling
interpretation ambiguities. In sum, multi-modal output generation seems to be especially
promising in the presence of uncertainty.

•

Evaluation of a spoken dialog system is to analyze design errors and estimate how well
the system fits its purpose and meets actual user needs and expectations. It is critical for
the performance of the system. Despite of its key importance fewer resources have been
invested in the usability evaluation measures of spoken dialogue systems over the years
than in its component technologies. Currently there is no standard as such, to which
evaluation criteria to use. How are spoken dialogue systems evaluated so far? Are they
application dependent? What are the factors a developer has to consider in choosing a
particular metric? How effectively the evaluation results can be used in the modification
of the system?

•

Due to the typically linear decoding chain of pragmatic-semantic information present in
the user input, often additional unification methods need to be created for combining or
embedding those levels, or to guarantee the legitimacy of their combinations by
constraints or by dependency relations between concepts. In case some pragmatic and/or
semantic input components are empirically found to be more optimally identified
together than in isolation, part of these problems can be solved. Machine learning
provides a framework for evaluating differently designed setups of pragma-semantic
processing. What other automatic techniques can be applied for identifying optimally coidentifiable phenomena from dialogue corpora? What pragmatic-semantic aspects can be
shown to be better identified in parallel than in isolation, and based on which dialogue
properties? What practical knowledge is gained from such experiments concerning wellformedness of tasks, hierarchy and probability of different types of pragmatic-semantic
pieces of information?

•

Should human-human communication be the gold standard for dialog system
development? If so, what aspects are truly fundamental (thus necessary to implement),
and which might be superfluous? If not, what else should be the gold standard, and is
there a principled way to decide how to make design decisions?

•

Spoken Dialog Systems and the Real World: Where Can They Have an Impact? Today
simple task-oriented spoken dialog systems are transitioning into day-to-day use and
becoming the norm for the phone-based customer service industry. What is the next
major application where SDS can have a real impact? (Personal assistants? interaction
with robots/entertainment? smart homes? etc). What are the challenges raised by each of
these applications?

•

Apply psychometrics theory to study the factors that affect spoken dialog systems
usability. A shift from natural interaction to usable interaction.

•

A large amount of effort has gone into making speech recognizers get it right the first
time. But little work has been done in getting it right the second time. How can we
improve user's success and satisfaction during error recovery? Should we be using
specially trained or adapted acoustic models during error resolution? Can we build
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systems that know not only when a user is out-of-grammar but also know when they are
frustrated or when they are trying to correct a system gone astray?
•

Dialogue research, like AI in general, is both an engineering discipline and a science.
Because of this it offers its practitioners the ability to work on three levels over the course
of a career: solving problems at hand; contributing to the dialogue community by
addressing questions that it needs to have resolved; and contributing to the development
of the sciences of language and cognition. If one wishes to work in all three, how does
one choose the problems to attack over the course of a career?

•

Are there meaningful partitions of the space of different varieties of dialogue systems that
have been built or one can imagine building? Can we describe a space which many of us
are interested in and find a way to create and share generic components which are useful
in that space? For example, along what dimensions can we characterize the differences
between a dialogue system for retrieving movie show times and one that controls the
appliances in a smart house? What are our motivations for making such distinctions, and
how can we translate these motivations into a useful partitioning of the space?

•

Researchers often work toward building dialogue systems which engage in "natural"
interactions. To what extent should human/computer interaction model human-human
interaction? What does "natural" mean in the context of human-computer interactions?
Is this a worthwhile goal?

•

Currently reinforcement learning approaches can perform well in terms of increasing the
return of a reward function for a given task. However, the exact nature of these reward
functions remains an open question. What are useful values for rewards in dialogues, and
can they be standardized for all users?

•

Speech synthesis is seldom discussed in spoken dialog systems work. What are the
weaknesses of state-of-the-art TTS when it comes to its use in spoken dialog systems?
What about the trade-off between naturalness and intelligibility in our field? Is there a
need to synthesize more "conversational" speech? For example, is the prosody of our
synthetic voices appropriate for conversational agents?

•

How, when, and how much should training on system use be a prerequisite to (or an
aspect of) interacting with a dialog system?

•

Recently there is a growing interest in developing real-world technology for emerging
markets to which computing resources remain largely out of reach. Spoken language
systems can serve as effective user interfaces in these regions. There has been relatively
little work in developing spoken dialogue systems, especially in an environment with low
literacy and with a wide range of languages and dialects. There are a lot of design
challenges that call for novel research methods. Is this a viable research area? What are
the difficulties? How are we going to address them? Can existing techniques be used or
they have to be modified to accomplish the task?

•

Spoken dialog systems currently tend to be concentrated in information access
applications. What are the bleeding-edge applications for SDS? Entertainment?
Communication with robots? Interactive guidance systems? What else can we think of,
and how feasible are these ideas?

•

In what way can humans learn to speak more like machines, to enable us to communicate
with them better on "their terms." CMU's Universal Speech Interface is a good approach,
but it might also be useful to, for example, write and debug a computer program entirely
through a headset. What would a dialogue or a programming environment that allows
this kind of activity look like?
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•

Are people actually capable of learning how to use the systems that are being developed?
How much training is necessary? How robust is the training? Can people still perform
well when they’re under stress or trying to do several things at once? How do individual
differences factor in?

•

How to define usability? The PARADISE method (Walker et al., 1997) is a widely
accepted framework to measure usability. However, the definition of user satisfaction as
function of task success and dialogue costs seems to be problematic. Studies have shown
that user satisfaction does not correlate with task completion times (Williams and Young,
2004) and the perceived task success depends on different error handling strategies
(Skantze, 2003).

•

Although in research environments this fact can be easily overlooked, spoken dialog
systems do not exist in a vacuum. What kinds of evaluation strategies can be designed in
order to more accurately capture and assess users' real-world situations and needs? For
instance, such evaluation strategies could take into account the urgency of the
information desired and the location of access (e.g. home, car, public kiosk), and should
be able to assess the factors for success and the costs of failure for spoken dialogue
systems in various situations.

•

In current spoken dialogue systems, the strategy used by the dialogue manager is
typically explicitly coded; however, there is no guarantee that this strategy is optimal
from the point-of-view of the user. A more effective approach is to train or adapt the
dialogue management system based on training data or via explicit user feedback. Is this
a viable approach? What technical boundaries stand in the way?

•

What practical techniques do we have for evaluating dialogue systems, and dialogue
managers in particular? We have several traditions to call from. We can run experiments
as done in, for example, psychology of education, with multiple concurrent human
participants testing full systems, with control groups and measures such as time to task
completion, quality of task completion, or learning gain. But this requires a large number
of subjects, which is complicated when the domain requires specially-trained subjects,
such as those with basic medical or military skills; furthermore, it is not very finegrained, requiring the testing of an entire system (unless variations of the systems are
tested, which increases the number of subjects required.) We can use corpus approaches,
as in statistical natural language processing, to calculate accuracy and efficiency
measures, but there are questions to this, such as what it means for a dialogue system to
be accurate, and how we can model dialogues to test the systems against. For researchers
to be able to compare dialogue systems to one another, some kind of agreement on
typical approaches is needed.

•

The dialog system may initiate a dialog to push useful information without any user
request. What are the issues and challenges?

•

Dialogue systems are expensive to create, and little is reusable from one domain to
another. How can we build systems more quickly? How can we leverage work in one
domain in another domain? What is an appropriate way to divide the "pieces" of a
dialogue system to maximize reuse of components from one domain to another?

•

While being able to talk to machines (and being understood) is often something perceived
as being desirable, it might actually be not appropriate in all situations. It would be
interesting to see whether some sort of user interface guideline can be developed to
decide which UI is best for a given application.
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•

Why is tuning a deployed dialog system so difficult, and how can we improve the
process?

•

Due to form factor limitations of mobile devices, visual output and gestural input are
resource-demanding and cumbersome. Speech interaction is widely regarded to be a
promising alternative, because it is not dependent on device size (apart from technical
constraints, of course). One challenge in this regard is to identify useful context
characteristics for speech (concerning privacy, background noise, attention constraints
etc) and to find promising services.

•

For a frequently used dialog system, the user typically appreciates that the system has
limited capabilities. They tend to learn one way to do their normal activities and little
else. The actual system capabilities might far exceed those within a user's normal
comfort zone. How do we promote exploration of a dialog system without annoyance?
Are there opportunities to use other non-audio mediums to communicate the power and
flexibility of a system?

•

Most of the research in NL Dialog Modeling has concentrated on dialog systems which
have one participant as an agent which actively takes part in the dialog. But there is a
need for systems which can monitor the dialog between two parties without much of an
active participation. For e.g. tracking the dialog between two parties communicating with
help of a speech to speech translation system OR systems that review and analyze the
dialogs between the participants like After action review. Do we need different set of
abilities in these systems and what would they be? Would these be very similar to
systems that are multi-party ready?

•

For those of us who work with dialog management, speech synthesis may often be
overlooked as a core aspect of an SDS. Yet speech synthesis is presumably a large
component of a system's personality. How can we assess and manage the affect of speech
synthesis on SDS?

•

What additional technology (to what already exists) would it take to create a dialogue
system front-end to my operating system (e.g., Linux)? For example, we would need a
way for each installed program to provide specifications about its abilities and
vocabulary.

•

Error Handling in Spoken Dialog Systems. One of the major challenges in today's spoken
dialog systems is their lack of robustness when faces with understanding errors. What can
we do to alleviate this problem? Some of the more specific questions I see are: how does
a system know that it does not know? How can systems build more accurate beliefs for
the information they hold? Is there a set of agreed-upon strategies for recovery and what
are their merits relative to each other? How can a system learn optimal error handling
behavior from experience?

•

Maybe the greatest problem with spoken dialogue systems today is their poor ability to
handle errors. How can we improve error handling in spoken dialogue systems? What
can we learn from human error handling and how can we collect such data?

•

Should we try to make dialogue systems handle natural conversational behavior (and
handle the errors that arise), or should the user learn a "special" language (with
potentially less errors). What are the major problems with the first approach? For the
second approach, is it realistic to think that users actually will learn a new set of
commands for each interface, or is it possible to agree on a standard? Is speech as a
modality really useful (compared to graphical interaction), if we only can handle
command-based spoken interaction?
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•

How can we better use the full information from a speech recognition system? What
strategies of confirmation or repair can be used given a full n-best parser output? Is it
worth conditioning the parser output on the dialog state?

•

Does anthropomorphism help? Anthropomorphism was considered to be problematic for
spoken dialogue systems as the system pretend to have human capabilities,
(Shneiderman, 1998). In my experience, making a system more human-like increases its
acceptance. People like to interact with dialogue systems that are flattering and people
tend to be polite to systems by themselves. Furthermore, human-like behavior is a
familiar interaction paradigm to users.

•

Funding for research areas such as spoken dialogue systems and multi-modal systems is
often driven by a target application. Telephone-based spoken dialogue systems are wellestablished and are becoming more pervasive. What are the next "killer" domains and
applications for spoken dialogue systems? Although multi-modal dialogue systems are
intuitively appealing, they have enjoyed little commercial success. Why is this so? What
are the obstacles faced by multi-modal dialogue systems?

•

Help users to build a conceptual model of spoken dialog systems. Train users to
understand how dialog systems work and what are their main limitations. Establish
conventions to make different systems interact in a similar way, allowing users to reuse
their experience with any system.

•

For interaction with robots, it is often assumed that natural language dialogue is an
appropriate means of communication. However, due to the open-endedness of the
application (ask your robot 'bring me X' where X can be anything), it is more difficult for
the user to understand the limitations of the user interface than it is in task-oriented
dialogue systems. What kind of techniques and user interface patterns are needed to
alleviate the problem?

•

What are the key issues in developing a multimodal dialog system? How can the
increased interactivity be utilised without confusing a inexperienced users? What new
types of dialog strategy can be used with such interfaces? When is multimodal
interaction either not used or not appropriate?

•

How does the system adapt its behavior according to the user skill level?

•

Most commercial systems being deployed appear to be grammar based, written fairly
quickly and cheaply, and without extensive research by concatenating the recognition and
understanding process. Is this the way of the future? Are wide vocabulary n-gram based
systems destined to stay in the research lab?

•

Are different system designs optimal for different applications? For instance, is one
design well suited to a multitasking or problem-solving environment while another is
well-suited for repeat users rapidly accessing information from a well-defined database?
How can we go about researching such potential differences?

•

In spoken dialogue, errors due to acoustic, linguistic and knowledge mismatch are
inevitable. To realize robust spoken language systems, such errors should be detected,
and handled appropriately. For example, providing informative feedback to the user.
What types of errors most affect communication? What strategies are required to
overcome these errors?

•

Multilingual systems have become popular which allow the users to interact with the
system in their own native language. They have a lot of real world applications
particularly in environments like Europe and India where there is a familiarity of more
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than one language. Designing a multilingual spoken language dialog system requires each
component to be as language independent as possible. There are also several other issues
like collection of training data, evaluation of the system and flexibility in design to
include a new language which need to be addressed. Can a single frame work
accommodate all the languages? What are design issues? Are they tractable? The data
collection and evaluation is very much time consuming. How it can be reduced?
•

The deployment of statistically-based dialog systems in industry would seem to face
several problems. One issue would be communicating the systems capabilities and
behaviors with stakeholders such as product marketing and quality assurance. While in
my experience it is possible to communicate the intricacies of a hand-tooled dialog
system using aids such as diagrams, would the diagrams representing a learnt system be
as useful? How easily could a learnt system be adjusted in the face of ad hoc requests for
a given behavior or new feature?

•

A 5% word error rate still means one word in 2O is wrong. At what level will recognition
errors stop being a problem?

•

Error recovery strategies

•

Will computer games be the breakthrough for speech technology? What is done today
and what are the possibilities? Which types of games could be enhanced by adding
speech?

•

Task design

•

Computers and humans clearly have different strengths. In what ways can we exploit the
abilities that artificial systems have and humans don't? In what ways will our options
increase in this respect as technology progresses?

•

What are the resources needed to support standardized comparative evaluations of spoken
dialog system technologies? In other fields (e.g. speech recognition) there are
standardized resources and methodologies for evaluation. Not so in spoken dialog
systems. Is it possible to accomplish this in spoken dialog systems? What is required to
perform comparative evaluations of spoken dialog systems? How can we encourage this
more?

•

In many other disciplines there are fairly standard test/training sets (e.g. wall street
journal partitions for parsing) as well as regular competitions. Dialogue systems research
is lacking in this area. What useful corpora are currently available? What are being
developed? What should be developed? Would some sort of annual or bi-annual
competition be useful/interesting/appropriate?

•

Incremental improvement of dialogue systems by semi-supervised analysis of previous
runs

•

To realize robust spoken understanding systems, one approach is to closely integrate
knowledge from multiple components in the dialogue system into a single decoder.
Rather then searching for the word sequence with maximum likelihood, the
concept/concepts with maximum likelihood are the search target. Is such an approach
technically viable? What knowledge sources should be incorporated into such a
framework?

•

NLP research community has witnessed a change. From early analysis driven, rule-based
systems to current - more empirical methods based statistical NLP. Is such a change on
the horizon for NL dialog research? If no, what is it that prevents it and if yes, what can
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help it? What kind of methods or corpora do we already have or need to build to make
this happen.
•

What do we consider to be the main obstacles to human-level performance in spoken
language systems? What forms are the solutions likely to take?

•

A lively line of investigation in spoken dialogue systems is domain-independent
architecture. What features do we suppose the human "dialogue system architecture"
possesses?

•

How can we support phenomena such as turn-taking and (system) backchanneling in
dialogue systems? Will we have to have proper incremental language processing to do
this, or are there shortcuts?

•

Most current dialog systems use a rigid turn-taking mechanism conditioned by an
utterance end-pointing based solely on low-level signal processing (energy, silence) and
by a strict pipeline architecture where each utterance has to be recognized, understood, go
through a dialog manager, and the corresponding answer must be generated and
synthesized before the system can take into account the user's next utterance. What are
the issues raised by such an approach? How much of an impact does it have on the
quality of the interaction (including metrics such as task success)? What are alternative
turn-taking mechanisms have been/can be proposed?

•

How can the user be made aware of the capabilities and limitations of a spoken dialog
system? I guess this question arises mainly in task-oriented dialog systems. But the more
fundamental question would be - is there a need for making user aware of the limitations?
Are there ways to hide the limitations and fending off understanding difficulties using
similar approaches to chatter-bots. What would such a hybrid solution look like and
would it be effective?

•

In automatic processing of pragmatic and semantic information of the user's input to a
spoken dialogue system dialogue acts or semantic entities might be differently formulated
depending on whether the application concerns air travel, spare time activity, health, etc.
An important issue is how pragmatic and semantic information need to be encoded for
optimal processing of the user input. Knowledge-based definition of fine-grained
discourse categories prove unnecessary when robust approaches drawing on
automatically obtainable --but perhaps domain or application-specific-- dialogue
properties can produce a similar result. Is using fine-grained categories worth the effort
of manually definition, or should we better aim at using rougher super-categories?
Empirically obtained results on dialogue data might be able to trace where the balance is:
e.g. if both a manually defined dialogue act taxonomy and rough pragma-semantic
categories established for a given application are compared in automatic processing of
(spoken) user input. What kind of automatic processing techniques are best applicable to
such tasks?

•

Whereas usability is a major concern when creating commercial software, it is seldom
discussed in the context of research spoken dialog systems. How can we evaluate and
improve the usability of our systems? How can we advance the complexity and
"intelligence" of these systems without harming usability by making them more fragile?
Are there design/engineering/research methods that could help evaluate/maintain the
robustness of systems that explore new research directions?

•

How can we make dialog authoring environments simple to use so that people without
any familiarity with speech, dialog, or even programming can build and deploy dialog
systems?
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•

Currently used models of dialogue still lack elegant ways of explicitly accounting for
uncertainty. Yet, human-machine dialogue always involves a noisy communication
channel and the dialogue manager can never be certain that the output of the recognition
and understanding unit is error-free. Better models of dialogue do exist, but our
experience in using them is still limited. A) What are the main upcoming milestones in
this area of research? B) Once we have dialogue models that incorporate the notion of
uncertainty, can we design new (and better) dialogue strategies? What could these look
like?

•

Error detection and handling of miscommunication is a central issue in designing
dialogue systems. Various types of applications conducting information-seeking
dialogues might differ in the way they can handle situations with inaccurate identification
of concepts. It seems that systems operating in a less restricted domain can opt to provide
a more general answer to the user which still seems natural without frustrating him, so
that in the following turn the user can specify the input again. In a restricted domain,
users that are confronted with a reply that does not satisfy their request immediately (as it
is semantically more general) will sense miscommunication. What are optimal ways of
designing more general, error-handling system prompts in these two types of dialogue
systems? Can a domain ontology or semantic word-nets be of help in this issue? How do
users express their dissatisfaction with or acceptance of prompts that are semantically
more general than the semantics of the user turn? Are these phenomena different in
human-machine and than in human-human communication?

•

A problem experienced by many users of current SDS is that one can never know in
advance what the system will understand. Users are forced to try out different instructions
until they finally find the one that the system can successfully respond to. Dialogue
Systems are far away from correctly understanding any type of input, and yet their
capabilities often exceed simple command language. How do we bridge the gap between
the users’ expectations and the systems capabilities? Is it possible to standardise voice
interfaces but still cover a broad range of domains? Are users willing to adapt to simpler
(but possibly constraining or less natural) interfaces such as Speech-Graffiti? Do we have
alternative ways of approaching this problem?

•

Designers of user interfaces for the auditory modality are often forced to make a
fundamental decision: when to use speech, when to use non-speech sound, and how to
combine these? Related design questions are about constraints and opportunities for
sound and speech for different types of systems, e.g. multimedia systems, mobile
applications, speech telephony services or special applications for handicapped people.

•

Create a branch of software engineering to deal with spoken dialog systems. Proposals of
methodologies, guidelines and tools for developing and deploying SDS in the real world.
A model to describe SDS at analysis and design phases of development. CASE tools
tailored to SDS and reference of good practices and design patterns.

•

To build SDS needs lots of work including corpus analysis, dialog management, backend
access, grammar, language model, etc. What are the easy ways to build SDS for a new
domain?
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